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‘GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON D.C.

Voice’s Ad Controversy
Raises Important Issues
By Jennifer Almeida
HOYA

Staff Writer

Two weeks after The Georgetown
Voice published an advertisement from
the Committee for Open Debate on the
Holocaust, the campus is still reeling
from the first heated debate it has had on
free speech and jourE
nalistic responsibility
N

WS

since November 1989,

ANALYSIS

when The Hoya and the
Voice stopped publication after the administration refused to
allow TheHoya. to publish an ad from
the National Organization of Women
publicizing a pro-choice rally.
While editors at the Voice are trying
to put the incident behind them and
continue with their regular production
schedule, their decision to run the ad has
sparked discussions on the freedom allowed to campus media groups that do
not seem likely to die down soon.
“Although I'm still disappointed [the

said GUSA Assembly Vice Chair Ned
Segal, a member of the Jewish Student
Association (JSA). “The ad hurt a lot of

people, but then also brought people
together around some important issues.”
“The ad initiated a discussion very
much needed on campus,” said Voice

News Editor Paul Nashak (CAS 95).
“It’s very rare that students at Georgetown or any campus have an opportunity
to discuss and investigate an issue of
this sort, with such alarge moral magnitude,” he said.
“Most people that have engaged in
discussion have learned a lot of things

onthisissue,” said Voice Editor in Chief
Andrew Graziani (CAS ’94) “People

| still disagree, but learning and disagreeing can go hand in hand.”
GUSA
Representative
Chris
McLaughlin (CAS ’95) said most of the
students he’s talked to have not been as
concerned about the Voice’s decision to

| run the ad as they have been about the
sanctions imposed on the Voice by the

to help this community see if this ad is
appropriate or inappropriate within the
context of this community,” Donahue
said. He added that the sanctions were
meant to be “educational, not punitive.”
“The general role of the mediais to be
acatalystfor.. . generating information
and discussion the things that are meaningful and important to us,” Donahue
said.
In order to facilitate this type of discussion, the Voice sponsored a forum
Tuesday night, moderated by Donahue.
About 45 students attended the forum
and talked for nearly two hours about the

Media Board last Friday. The board re-

ad, the Media Board’s decision to sanc-

quired the Voice to print an apology to
| those offended by the ad, publish a letter
from the board explaining the sanctions
and donate the $200 received for the ad

tion the Voice for its actions and the
nature of free speech on campus.
“I personally thought the forum went

to the U.S. Holocaust

Memorial

Mu-

well, it’s one of the best things to come

See VOICE, p. 3

By Caroline Good

HOYA Staff Writer
The GUSA assembly and the five academic councils will
discuss the possibility of creating an honor code at Georgetown at their monthly meeting tomorrow, according to GUSA
Assembly Chair Nancy Walbridge (CAS 95).
The idea of establishing an honor code has been independently discussed during the past year by GUSA, the academic
councils of the School of Foreign Service (SES) and the
College of Arts and Sciences (CAS) and the Councii of

Associate Deans.
According to Ben Chang (CAS 94), president of the SFS

Michael Shulman/The HOYA

Students star-gaze at the Best Buddies Ball last Saturday night at the Mellon Auditorium.

Clubs Raise Funds For Basement
With Annual Halloween Howlfest
By .Steven
Slawinski
.

HOYA Staff Writer

“keeps people. off the streets of Georgetown.”
Howlfest was repeated in part because of the

Organizers of Howlfest II said they hoped
Georgetown’s second annual student Halloween
celebration will be more successful than last
year. Over 1200 students took part in last year’s

-success of last year’s celebration, Hicar added.
This year, a one dollar admissions fee will be

nes

HOYA Staff Writer

As a part of AIDS Awareness week,
Hoyas for Choice distributed 500
condoms at the Basement last Friday
‘night, according to Kate Lapham (SFS
’96), publicity chair of Hoyas
for Choice.
AIDS Awareness Week, sponsored
by the Georgetown University Student
Association (GUSA)

and 25 other stu-

dent groups, was held last week.
Chris Wethers, the administrative
manager of the Basement, said Hoyas
for Choice did not have permission to
distribute condoms in the Pub. “Itcaused
us some problems. People opened up the
[condom] packets, and they stuck to the

floor. Also, the timing caused problems
with the lines. A lot of people wanted to
get a condom,” Whethers said.
The Basement is neutral on the issue

Howlfest, which raised $1,789 to help save the
financially strapped Basement from closing.

a joint club effort to benefit the Pub,” Hicar said.

Howifest II, “The Smell of Fear,” will take

place tomorrow night from 10 p.m. until 3 a.m. in
Leavey Commons.
Kevin Hicar (CAS ’95), assistant to GUSA
President Rick Heitzmann (SBA 94), is coordi-

nating Howlfest I on behalf of GUSA, one of the
events cosponsors.

According to Lapham, the distribution in the pub was kicked off by the
song “Lets Talk About Sex” by

HOYA Staff Writer

Since the beginning of the school year, Georgetown students have fallen victim to a sales scheme in which low grade

be provided compliments of The Students of
Georgetown, Inc. (Corp). He described Howlfest

as being “like an extended night at the Basement.” Howlfest will last until 3 a.m., due to the
See HOWLFEST,

academic council, a “town meeting sponsored by the five
academic councils” will be held in mid-November to discuss
the idea of an honor code and the issue of academic integrity.
The meeting was prompted by five cases of academic
dishonesty which were prosecuted this fall in SFS, Chang
said. Discussion about the problem of academic dishonesty
has been going on in the SES academic council for some time
but presently, the council has not decided if an honor code is
the best solution, according to Chang.
“We feel this problem of academic integrity cannot be
addressed without students and faculty being directly involved,” he said.
Students have had mixed reaction to implementing an
honor code.
“An honor code would reinforce the values of GU academic
integrity and preserve trust among students and between
students and faculty,” Walbridge said. “I feel it would be a
good addition to our community. It would show a strong
commitment to academic integrity and to GU’s ideals.”
Mara Barth (CAS °95), president of the CAS academic
council, said she felt it would be inefficient to implement an
honor code now. “[We] need to treat the root of the problem
[academic dishonesty] but take less extensive measures.”

The creation of any “honor system,” which would require
students to report on each other, would increase back-stabbing and increase competition, Barth said.
The CAS academic council has advocated professors tak-

ing more individual responsibility. Professors should “crack
down on the cheating possibilities open to students by assuring that new tests will be made up for classes, so some Students
cannot get them from former students,” ‘Barth said.
“Proctors should be more aware that it is going on and ry
to prevent it,” Barth added.
Members of the faculty have also been discussing the issue
of academic integrity. “[Cheating] destroys the whole academic environment and is not fair to people who did their own
work,” said government professor Joseph Lepgold.
Lepgold is one of five professors who wrote a letter to the
editor of THEHOYA on Oct. 22 expressing the harmful effect
academic dishonesty has on the GU community.
Lepgold said he wanted to address academic dishonesty,
but he was hesitant about implementing an honor code. “The
issue needs to be approached very carefully. GU needs to have
more education about how serious the issue of academic

p. 3

See HONOR CODE, p. 3

Financial Problems

Close Dylan’s Cafe
Bad Debts Catch Up on Popular Bar
B

By Mark Jaklovsky
HOYA Staff Writer

Raquel Aceves/The HOYA

Jahmal Green (SES 95).
Salt’ n’Pepa.
Drissel said they chose the Basement
because it was an appropriate place to
hand out condoms. “To be blunt, the Pub
is one of the places on campus where
condoms are needed. There are people
See CONDOMS, p. 3

Students Fall Victim to Stereo Scam
By Steven Slawinski

Hicar also said the Basement will provide $1
drafts and alternative beverages such as soda will

GU Ranked
In Top Ten
Party Schools

According to Jahmal Green (SES ’95),

condoms, Drissel said.

:

charged by the Pub in order to get into the
Commons. All of the proceeds will go toward
benefiting the Basement and its operations. “It’s

and is committed to the Catholic Jesuit
tradition of Georgetown, he added.
vice-president of GUSA, the university’s
policy is that university-sponsored student groups are allowed to distribute
condoms in designated free speech and
expression zones, but they may not take
university money to purchase condoms.
Additionally, condoms may not be sold
on campus.
Danielle Drissel (SES 95), Hoyas for
Choice chair, said the university’s attitude towards the distribution of condoms
on campus is that it is “an expression of
freedom of speech.” Hoyas for Choice
does notreceive university funding, so it
is not restricted from purchasing

Hicar said the celebration an alternative that
a

Far AN

Hoyas For Choice Distributes
Free Condoms at the Pub
By Alicia Hunt

October 29, 1993

GUSA Joins Councils in Debate

personal tone [of the sanctions], which

“The Media Board’srole, as I see it, is

FAX
687-3929

New Honor Code

seum. The Voice’s three executive editors are also required to visit the museum.
“Most students are uncomfortable
with the Media Board’s sanctions,”
McLaughlinsaid. “People don’t like the
seem be embodying a lot of frustration
against three Voice editors.”
“Although I think the Voice used poor
judgment,” said GUSA Assembly Chair
Nancy Walbridge (CAS ’95), “I believe.
. . strong recommendations from the
Media Board would have been more
appropriate than the requirements made
by the Media Board, especially requiring three students to go down to Holocaust Museum — the decision of the
board was made on a personal level and
missed the issue, because the Voice was
discussing freedom of speech,” she said.
While most students were not even
aware the Media Board existed before
the ad controversy began, many are now
questioning whether it is appropriate to
have a board that regulates the campus
media.
“The MediaBoard definitely censored
us,” Nashak said. “Some would argue
that its their responsibility to censor us,
but I don’t think that’s their job.”
Dean of Students James A. Donahue,
who directly oversees the Media Board,
defended the board and said it was not
“operating as this authoritarian, thought
police disciplinary body.”

Friday— Cloudy, 65
Saturday— Rain, mid 50s
Sunday— Partly sunny, 50s

GU Considers

The Buddy System

Students Criticize Media Board For Sanctions

. Voice] decided to run the ad, I was glad
to see the discussion that came out of it,”

S
d
1

NEWSROOM
687-3415
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The Three-Day Forecast

price.
“He wanted $800 for a pair,” said Elliott. He and his
roommate bargained him down to $400 dollars. “[The man]
gave me this whole spiel. . . he showed me the invoice and the
speakers,” Elliott said. The whole meeting was “really con-

stereo speakers were sold for exorbitant prices by people vincing,” he added.
After Elliott and his roommate [who did not wished to be
working out of a white van. The men selling the speakers were
barred from campus this week by the Department of Public identified] agreed to purchase the speakers, the man brought
them up to their room and installed them.
Safety (DPS), according to Sgt. Selena Piper.
After he had left, the roommate learned that the speakers
Piper said the men were reported to DPS Tuesday, and
| officers were dispatched immediately. The D.C.Police were were worth only about $100. “[They] are very low quality
| called in to search the van, but nothing was found. No criminal speakers,” Elliot said.
David Singh (CAS ’96), a roommate of Elliott’s who was
charges were filed, but the men were fined $50 for not having
not involved in purchasing the speakers, decided to report the
a license to sell merchandise.
Mark Elliott (CAS ’96) said he lost money to the stereo crime to DPS last Tuesday after discovering that other stu| speaker scam about two weeks ago. As he was walking dents had also been conned into buying similar speakers.
Singh said he went to DPS to try to raise awareness of the
between classes, he said he was approached by two mediumsized men in a white van. One of the men said they worked for scam so that other students would not be affected. Instead, he
aspeaker company, Elliott said. The meeting took place on N “encountered a scene at DPS which was unbelievable.” He
Street between 36th and 37th Streets next to the Alumni said the officers stated there was nothing that they could do.
Singh said the sergeant made it clear that he did not want to
Square complex.
The man told Elliott and his roommate that hepurchased the pursue the matter. “[The sergeant] said there was nothing that
speakers for $2,000 a pair. He said the company had given him they could do legally,” he said.
an extra set, and he offered to unload them for a discounted
See SCAM, p. 3

Do Hoyas know how to party?
Some people sure think they do.
According to Inside Edge, an independent newspaper founded and
published by Harvard seniors Aaron
Shapiro and John Su, Georgetown

ranks as the sixth best party school
in the nation.
The “Best Colleges Ever” survey
includes 300 colleges and universities, with Florida State University

the big winner at number one. At the
other end of the spectrum, the
Univeristy of Chicago bombed out
and was listed as number 300 — the
least fun school on the list.
Shapiro said he was surprised at
some universities’ performance.
“Schoolslike Georgetown, Rice, and
the University of Vermont weren’t
expected [to place so in the top ten],”
he said.
He said these performances “show
that a school that is academically
talented can also have a good social
life.”
Inside Edge conducted the survey
through a “network of 50 editorial
correspondents,” Shapiro said. The
correspondents visited universities
near them, conducted interviews and
observed schools, then rated the
schools on a 0 to 100 point scale in
nine categories.
The nine categories used were the
bar and club scene, party scene, percent of incoming freshmen who
graduate, ease of classes, quality of
dorms, student centers and sports
facilities, male/female ratio, sports,
extracurriculars and campus location.
Inevaluating campus location, the
See PARTY, p. 3

y angele Mare
hier
Dylan’s Cafe, a popular Georgetown bar, was closed two weeks ago

after the owner, Maan Dauo, was
evicted fornot paying taxes, according to the landlord of the building
that housed Dylan’s on Prospect
Street.

The landlord, Robert Elliot, said
both the Internal Revenue Service
and the District of Columbia have
had claims on Dylan’s.
“Dylan’s had a number of creditors,” Elliot said. “The owner also

made a bankruptcy claim.”
In addition, Dauo owed debts to

several beer companies, according
to Daniel Ragussis (CAS ’94), who

was employed asa waiter at Dylan’s.
Ragussis said he did not believe

Dylan’s would be able to reopen in
the near future. “There hasn’t been a
buyer so far, and there are no plans to
turn the spaceinto another Dylan’s,”
he said.
Andrew Tucker (SLL ’94), onehalf of an acoustic duo called “Tucker

and Council” that played Dylan’s
often, said the bar had been “cleared
out.”
“There are a few tables left, but
that’s it,” Tucker said.

Elliot, however, said Dylan’s
couldreopenifit was “reorganized.”
“It would need a good operator,
though,” he added.
Dylan’s, which closed abruptly
without any advance warning to patrons or staff, joins a list of several
area bars that have faced closure in

the

past

few months. While
See DYLAN’S, p. 3

Raquel Aceves/The HOYA

Dylan’s Cafe, on Prospect St., closed two weeks ago.

SCHOOL OF FOREIGN SERVICE
CREW-NECK SWEATSHIRTS
by M.V. SPORT?
$29.99

$32.99

SMALL-XLARGE

XXLARGE

(Regularl
SL SH I5)

Regularly
(
$46.95-$48.95)

Georgetown University

Bookstore
HOURS:MON-FRI: 9AM-8PM
SAT/SUN:11AM-5PM

WE ACCEPT VISA,
MASTERCARD & AMEX

We invite
all Georgetown Seniors
to get to know our people
and Career opportunities

INVESTMENT BANKING
PRESENTATION
Monday, November 1, 1993
gq 6:30pm.
Intercultural Center

Salomon

Brothers
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NEWS
.» Donahue Praised For
|

“Ideally, if the Media Board could

Role in Voice Forum
1

’94), who attended the forum, said yes-

VOICE, from p. 1

suc of the controversy over the Voice’s terday that although she supported the
decision torun the ad,” Graziani said. “It idea of the forum, she found a lot of the
says a lot. . . that something as contro- opinions expressed to be “disappointing
and frightening.”
versial as this did not develop to protests
“[The Voice] didn’t regret running
or stealing papers or shouting,” he added,
the ad, and it hurts people,” she said. “It
“but in the end turned into a well-reascares me that these are my peers, people
soned, though heated, discussion about
issues that are tough, especially for col- in my classes, and they think this is an
issue of freedom of expression. . . when
lege students.”
it’s not.”
“I thought [the forum] was very conNashak said he continues to believe
structive,” Donahue said. “I heard a lot,
of substantive issues raised, a lot of there were lessons to be learned from the
passion expressed, I perceived a lot of ad. “Theresponsible thing for the Voice
intensive listening going on. . . [this ad] to do was to run that ad because it’s in
is a concrete test case for these larger discussing people’s warped views that
we all learn for ourselves what truth is
issues [of free speech and expression
and end up with more sincere point of
and responsible journalism].”
views,” he said.
Students at the forum expressed a
Nashak added that he felt the forum
number of concerns and opinions that
was helpful because it made students
have been buzzing through the entire
aware of the responsibilities involved in
student body since the Voice ran the ad.
having a campus press. “Out of this
The Voice has acknowledged
that the ad
whole issue, people look at the papers a
was offensive and painful to many people
lot differently and understand what it
in the community, but the executive
means that. . . every week as journalists,
editors told the Media Board they would,
we have to make ethical calls and quesinfact, runit again if given the chance—
tionmorals,”
he said. “I’m hoping people
causing many people to question if they
on campus who partake in discussion
really “understand the issue,” according
will now look at the papers in a more
to Segal.
insightful way.”
“Although alot of people havelearned
things through this issue,” Segal said,
After the forum, people also noted
“obviously [the Voice] hasn’t learned
that the Voice had done a better job in
anything about journalistic responsibilpresenting its case at the forum than at
ity.”
the Media Board hearing, leading some
JSA member Ravit Reichman (CAS
to question whether the board had been

A

Stereo Scam

Singh said was disappointed with the
way he was treated. “DPS’s mission is
to protect the safety and well being of
the students,” Singh said. “They should
make sure that students are not being
ripped off,” he said.

Victimizes Students
SCAM, from p. 1
“The officers made a number of com-

ments to indicate they did not take the
scam seriously,” Singh said. He also
said both of the officers at DPS became

frustrated and angry at him.

the

Choice Group
Gives Condoms

fair in judging the Voice’s case solely on
their presentation at the hearing.
have provided a forum, it would have
been a better way to present our ideas,”
Graziani said. “The forum taught me
more, it was more formative than the
hearing was.”
“[The forum] definitely gave
[Grazaini] and the Voice. . . the chance
to express themselves, though they didn’t
have a fair say at the hearing,”
McLaughlin said. “It served areal good,
definite purpose.”
But the real winner in this whole
episode may prove to be Donahue himself, who stepped into the center of an
important issue for the first time since
taking office and was universally praised
for his response to the controversy.

of the

administration,”

Awareness Week information booth in

Red Square. Lapham

said Hoyas for

CONDOMS, from p. 1

Lapham said. “The reasoning behind
this measure was both the effectiveness
of the condom as a preventative measure and the shock value which we hope
will encourage the Georgetown student
body to be more conscious,” she added.
Brad Simpson (SFS ’95), a member
of Hoyas for Choice, said he only encountered one person at the Pub that
rejected a condom. “It really points out
the gap between students desire to have
accessibility to condoms on campus and

GUSA.

PARTY, from p. 1

According to Green, GUSA was planning to hand out condoms at the information booth, but were unable to get
condoms. “We were trying to get
condoms from Lifestyle, but it would
have taken three or four weeks for them
to ship [the condoms] out to us,” he said.
The Students of Georgetown, Inc. (the
Corp) also wanted to play arole in AIDS
Awareness Week, according to Corp
distributing condoms, but its Board of

steam during the weekend,” he said.

Directors decided against it because “it
was too abrupt for us.”

“Georgetown is unique, it’s one of
the few schools where students work
hard and party hard,” Gautan
Bulchandani (GSB ’96) said.

’94).

honor code,” Hager said.

HONOR CODE, from p. 1
dishonesty is. An honor code may be
part of the solution but not the whole,”
Lepgold said.
According to Serafina Hager, assis-

tant dean in the School of Languages
and Linguistics, the issue of academic
integrity was discussed at the Council of
Associate Deans which agreed consciousness should be raised against
cheating. “I am very much in favor of an

Staff writer Amy Wiggenhauser contributed to this report.

|

Last year an informal group of students and faculty members in favor of
establishing an honor code met several
times. According to Alexis Vinnicombe
(CAS ’95), amember of the group, theology professors Terrence Renyolds and
Diane Yeager initiated the discussion
group “calling upon students who were
interested to meet and brain storm about
it.”

DYLAN’S, from p. 1

Other D.C. area schools were
shocked at Georgetown’s highranking. “Up here the view is that you
guys study alot,” said Chris Powers,
campus
editor at American
University’s studentnewspaper, The
Eagle.

Anastasia, Sports Fans and the Tombs
ran into trouble with local authorities for
allowing overcrowding and too much
underage drinking, Dylan’shad not been
accused of violating DC laws and was
closed for purely financialreasons,
Elliot
said.
Both Ragussis and Tucker said they
would miss Dylan’s.
“Dylan’s was an awesome place to

Dauo could not be reached for com-

ment.
eluant

Sor en

PANNA

DPS CRriME REPORT

Our Time Is Now...

Oct. 15,8:45p.m.: Village CEast.
Two students involved in a fight
with each other. Case pending adjudication.
Oct. 16, 8:30 p.m.: New South,
3rd floor. An intoxicated student cut
his hand while attempting to hit an
unknown person through a glass
door. The student was taken to the
emergency room by GERMS.

tain bike stolen. The front wheel and
the U lock were found locked to the
rack because the student didn’t lock
the bike to the frame as well as the
wheel.
Oct. 21, 6:00 p.m.: Lauinger li-

brary, 4th floor. Student reported her
walkman stolen from her backpack,
which she left unattended.
Oct. 23, 6:45 p.m.: Poulton hall.

Oct. 17, 4:02 a.m.: Healy Bldg.,

main entrance. DPS officer discovered two students running down
Copley walkway and discovered a
banner was stolen from the Healy
steps.

Information Session for

Student Orientation

Oct. 20, 5:35 p.m.: Student reported her wallet was stolen from
herbackpack. The wallet was turned
into DPS on Oct. 21 by a university

Summer Staff Positions

Stage manager reported a portable
CD player stolen from the audio
room.
Oct. 25,2:20 a.m.: Jesuit community courtyard. DPS observed a suspicious person in the courtyard. Investigationrevealed that the suspect
was soliciting money. He was escorted off the campus, and barred
from returning.

employee, with $40 missing.
Oct. 21, 2:00 p.m.: Village A, F
complex. Student surprised an intruder in her apartment. The suspect
jumped over the bannister and escaped. DPS and the Metro Police
Department spotted the suspect a
short time later but were not able to
arrest him.

DE

Se

agree

work,” Ragussis said. “It was the first
bar that I ever went to [and]. . . I worked
there for two years,” he said.
“Dylan’s was a home base for the
band,” Tucker said.
Dylan’s was well known as an outlet
for local music talent. “It was a good
acoustic venue,” Tucker said. “The band
had good exposure there, and this leaves
us without a larger, nicer place to play.”

wo

New

not all students

with Georgetown’s ranking. “We
have a reputation as a large university in a big city [so people assume
we party], but if you look at large
state schools you’ll really find some
partying,” Pat Chrysler (GSB 96)
said.

Debt Forces Dylan’s to Close

immediately, there would have been the

have to
money
to help
best we

’95) explained

Faris said the Corp had considered

President Ron Faris (GSB

University Debates Honor Code

and initiate discussion,” Graziani said.
“A lot students have a lot of respect
for a dean who takes issues head-on,”
McLaughlin said.
Donahue said he would continue to
deal with issues by fostering discussion
because he is “very interested in generating discussion about real issues.”
“We learn by experiences like this,”
Donahue said.

According to Piper there was no tor- .
mal report filed by Singh. “We would
Piper said the students would
have responded if anything could have sue the men civilly to get their
back. “We are more than will
been done about it,” she said.
There probably would have been no them and will try to help them as
action that DPS could have taken since can,” Piper said.

Rob Fisher (SFS

why he thought we were ranked number six. “We work really hard during
the week and. . .we need to let off

into controversies, as well as sponsor

opportunity to go down and find the men
who had sold the students the speakers,
she added.

editors examined the “safety of the
locale and its accessibility to events
and recreation.” Ease of classes was
“determined by how much classes
are cut and how much work is typicallyrequired,” according to Shapiro.
“[Georgetown] scored pretty high
in just about every area,” Shapiro
said.

However,

“I'think Dean Donahue’s interested in
larger issues, and I hope he continues to
be this accessible and willing to jump

several days had passed since the students had purchased the speaker, Piper
said. If they had reported the incident

GU Considered
Top Party School

Choice donated their extra condoms to

being sexually active in the Pub, and it is
important that they understand the issues out there,” Drissel said.
People at the Pub seemed to be surprised when they were handed a condom,

“I'm very pleased to see Dean
Donahue’s ]eadership on this issue,”
Walbridge said. “The forum was an excellent idea and something that should
continue. Donahue proved his commitmentto education and student concerns.”

attitude

Simpson said.
Hoyas for Choice also distributed
condoms last Tuesday at the AIDS

Oct. 21, 3:22 p.m.: Red Square
bike rack. Student reports his moun-

Oct. 25, 3:58 p.m.: Professor reported her wallet stolen and personal papers stolen from her office.
She left her office several times before noticing the items were stolen
and she is not sure if she locked her
office door each time she left.
Oct. 26, 6:41 p.m.: Two people
arrested for selling audio equipment
without alicense. Both subjects were
taken to DPS office and barred from
campus.

work o

Tuesday, November 2
or
Wednesday, November 3
8:00 PM ICC 101

BRITAIN
& IRELAND

Howlfest to Fund
The Basement
HOWLFEST,

from p. 1

extra hour gained by daylight savings
time.
GUSA has been encouraging people
to dress up in Halloween costumes for
Howlfest and was selling T-shirts at
many locations across campus.
The Student Activities Commission
(SAC) will hold a mural designing con-

test for student clubs. The clubs that
design the three best murals will be
awarded program dollars by SAC.
According to Kim Hamlin (CAS ’96),

a SAC Commissioner and GUSA Rep-

resentative, $30 in program dollars will
be awarded to the first place mural while

$20 and $10 in program dollars will be
rewarded respectively to the second and
third place winners.
The organizers said they are excited
about Howlfest. “I think Howlfest will
be a success because it attempts to reach
out to a wide cross section of the student
body and build a sense of community,

all while having fun,” said GUSA Vice
President Jahmal Green (SES ’95).
“GUSA has worked really hard this
year in coordinating the clubs. I’m sure
[Howlfest] will be a big success this
year -evenbigger
than last year,” Hamlin
said.

student exchange employment programs

campus presentation
speakers from London and Dublin

If you are unable to attend the sessions, please

(8

0)

Tuesday, November 2 at 4:00 pm.
390 Walsh.

an application ouside of the NSO Office, 510 Leavey.
beginning November

1.

‘visit sponsored by Georgetown Office of Intenational Programs,
307 Cultural Center.

Pungo

Campus tel:

687-5867.
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But be doers of the Word, and not
hearers only, deceiving yourselves.
—James

1:22
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Virginia at Point Blank Range
The issue of gun control in Virginia

As election day draws near in Virginia,
the races for governor and lieutenant
governor are heating up. Although the
candidates for both offices have run
campaigns at the dirtier end of the politi-

goes beyond the borders of the commonwealth and affects the entire East Coast.
Arecent study in New York City found a
disproportionate number of illegal guns
were obtained in Virginia. In addition,
Virginia currently holds the reputation
as the state of choice for those wishing to
purchase guns illegally. In light of these
issues, Virginians must be aware of the

sonal attacks, a few issues have actually
been discussed.

Crime has been one of the major issues
this year, including gun control. Beyond
sharing an affiliation with the Republican party, gubernatorial candidate
George Allen and lieutenant gubernatorial candidate Michael Farris also concur on the issue and want to loosen
Virginia's already lenient gun control
laws.
More specifically, Allen says he will
veto any bill requiring a five-day waiting
period for gun purchases, as well as veto
the restriction allowing an individual to
purchase only one gun a month. Similarly, Farris supports no gun control
whatsoever, excluding the ability to hold
the gun with “steady aim, squeeze the
trigger and hit the target.” His flippant
attitude is not very encouraging.

|

larger

consequences

their vote

carries

when they vote next week.
.One of the best ways to get guns off the
streets is to stop them at their source.
The Brady Bill, and other similar gun
control proposals, would accomplish this
by preventing those with criminal records
and those who are mentally ill from
purchasing guns. Allen and Farris are
against such precautions.
Both candidates have received support from the National Rifle Association,
as well as other anti-gun control lobbies.
The Richmond-based Committee for Responsible Government, a group which

opposes gun control, has given $30,000
to Allen’s campaign. If Allen and Farris
win Tuesday's election, it will not only be
a victory for the Republicans, but yet
another victory for the gun lobbies. This
country does not need another politician
with debts to the NRA in a governor's

Considering the easy access to guns in
Virginia and the resultant high rate of
murders committed by gun-toting criminals in both Virginia and Washington,
DC, both Allen’s and Ferris’ stances on
gun control are very troubling.

mansion.

Party On Dude!
“raging”

campus

—

obviously

an accu-

rate depiction of life at the Hilltop. Anyone would agree that we are more raucous than most schools in the Western
Hemisphere. And why is Georgetown so
blessed?
First of all, being a small, private institution which coddles undergraduates
gives us the natural edge. State universities, which regularly see student populations the size of small cities intoxicated
every weekend (or, for that matter, every
day), have nothing on Georgetown. Since
Hoyas never do much work, as evidenced
by the emptiness of the library during
midterms, and take really easy classes,
we were able to beat even the largest
schools — remember, it’s not the number
of students, but alcohol consumed per
student that counts.
Second, Georgetown'’s Greek system is
simply the best in the nation. On any
given night, wild keggers rage at the frat
houses along Wisconsin Avenue. On a
good weekend, these fiestas are heard as
far away as Harpers Ferry, WV. The citizens of this town originally thought the

dents out of their beds (like Lazarus from

the grave) and then they all party some
more. The Jesuit happy hours aren’t bad
either. John Carroll wanted it that way.
In conclusion, we would like to congratulate Georgetown students for achieving this honorable feat, but we call on
them to do even better next year. More
streaking, screaming, keg stands and
public vomiting is the only way to move
up in the rankings. LET'S GO, GU!!!!
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Letters to the Editor
Clean Up The
Neighborhood
To the Editor:
The scenic beauty of Washington is
strongly in evidence during the fall season. Georgetown University is awash in
changing hues of orange, yellow and
red. With so much natural beauty
abounding, wouldn’t it be wonderful if
the unnatural ugliness of decaying blue
and silver metallic balloons didn’t obscure the view?
I understand the desire and effort in
welcoming the new students every fall,
but does the New Student Orientation
believe that its job is done when the
students have arrived, the boxes have

din was from the University of West Virginia, but when they started to see lost
GU freshmen stumbling by and urinating
on their lawn ornaments, they realized
GU’s party prowess.
Third, Georgetown’s Division I-AA football program whips up students into a
wild weekly tailgating orgy. When we
clobber teams like Canisius and Siena,
the campus goes crazy. It's enough to
make people ride conveyor belts in the
New South cafeteria — in preparation for
all-night partythons.
Finally, Georgetown’s Jesuit tradition
sets a fine example for its students.
Around the clock, whooping and hollering
can be heard from the Jesuit Residence,
accompanied by Guns ‘n’ Roses and
Metallica blaring from every window. This
craziness raises passed-out Village A resi-

Inside Edge magazine recently named
Georgetown University the sixth party
school in the nation. We would like to
thank this publication for calling us a

0
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been unpacked and the parties have
winded down? I'm sure that every year
the committee assigns a group of responsible students to the task of cleaning up; however, for the second year in
arow (I have only lived here in Washington for two years) I have noticed that
no one has taken down the balloons tied
to the lampposts on the Key Bridge.
They are left to deflate, flap in the
wind and eventually blow away to become part of the flotsam that is so conspicuous when walking along the waterside. I can’t estimate the half-life of a
metallic balloon, but it surely outlasts

the pleasure of the festive moments of
orientation.
It’s easy to notice eyesores when they
are in your own yard (i.e. campus); however one should also be particularly conscious of the eyesores one places in
other people’s yards.
There aren’t too many balloons left
on the bridge, in fact, currently one can
only find the blue and white ribbons that
held the balloons in place. It shouldn’t
be too hard to take them down.
Km CHanG
Washington, DC

Proper Freedom

Of Expression
To the Editor:
Georgetown University provides an
environment where all students should
be given the opportunityto express their
opinions in a rational and open manner.
Kevin Doyle is right on the mark when
he argues that those who limit freedom
of expression by throwing away copies
of The Academy are just as wrong as
those who attack liberal causes.
To condemn an opinion without understanding it will do nothing to advance the causes of freedom and justice.
However, we do take exception to the
suggestion that proponents of liberal
causes on this campus are somehow
responsible for the lack of open conservatism. Itis true that those proponents of
progressive causes are usually more visible on this campus than those of conservative, but the solution should not be to
blame those who are vocally fighting for
their cause.
Don’t blame GU Choice for being a
constant presence in the media — instead encourage GU Right to Life to
become more active through various
programs. The best route to forming an

informed opinion is by listening to the
voices of all involved. We can do this by
seeing all groups get more involved, not
by limiting the exposure of those groups
who are already visible presences on
campus.
MicHAEL Betz, SFS ’95
Rob DemBowski, GSB ’94
SaraH HABERMAN, CAS 95
Beri Howe, SES ’96

Kristi JoHNsoN, SES ’95
JoeL OutLaw, SES 95 .
Cris TurNER, CAS ’97
GU CoLLEGE DEMOCRATS

Debating Family Values
Joslyn Leve’s viewpoint [“Judge Parson’s Bottom Line,” Oct. 5] on Judge
Parson’s denial of custody of a young boy, Tyler, to his mother Sharon Bottoms, a
lesbian, in favor of his grandmother, Kay, is valid on only one point, and misses on
all others. Leve points out as a minor argument against Parsons’ ruling the
stipulation that custody was awarded to the mother of the lesbian woman, Tyler’s
grandmother Kay.
Indeed, this makes little sense since it was Kay who raised Sharon. From the
evidence presented by Leve, it seems the child should have been given to a third
party outside the family. This is because homosexuality is aresult of environmental
causes, and as the mother of Sharon, a lesbian, it does not appear that Kay has
provided a nurturing environment in the past.
Leve’s main argument, however, is invalid. She claims that, “a judge’s moral
convictions have no place in the courts.” This is simply not true, especially on an
issue with as little applicable precedent as a lesbian mother suing for custody of her
son. Our legal system is based on morals, and when there is no clear-cut statute on
an issue, morality inevitably comes into play.
Leve states that “‘family values” should be decided by the family.” This
obviously leaves an open door for parents to practice any sort of behavior they wish
under full protection of the law. Suppose my father is a rapist and my mother urges
me to steal. Should family values still be decided by the family?
But more to the issue, homosexuality is not simply a “lifestyle choice.” It is the
result of environmental causes. More specifically, investigating the psychology
section of the library will lead one to find case study after case study of people with
similar childhood histories and malign parental patterns which led to their homosexuality.
New evidence that some claim leads to the conclusion that homosexuality is
determined by genetic factors only supports the conclusion that there may be a
genetic component involved, just as there may be a genetic component which
increases the likelihood of becoming an alcoholic or a drug-user.
To “tolerate” homosexuality as a lifestyle choice is to tolerate the harmful factors
which lead to it, rather than attempt to alleviate them and heal their wounds. I should

point out that homosexual practices and people who practice homosexuality are
separate, and discouraging unhealthy practices is not discrimination nor is it to
attack individuals.
:
Judge Parsons’ decision, barring the end result of giving custody to the boy’s
grandmother, is otherwise based on sound judgement.
ROBERT C. THORNETT

CAS ’95

Condemning the Media Board
To the Editor:
The Media Board’s imposition of sanctions against the Voice for the publication
of a Holocaust revisionist ad exceeds the rightful bounds of its authority and casts
serious doubt on the university’s commitment to free speech for all. In publishing
the CODOH ad, the Voice exhibited poor judgement and insensitivity. Accordingly, it was rightly condemned by the overwhelming majority of the university
community.
;
However, this loud outcry against the Voice’s decision constituted sufficient
“punishment” for its actions. If the Voice, or any other campus media group, is to
possess editorial autonomy, it must have the freedom to make unpopular decisions,
even those which offend certain groups or interests. The Media Board’s sanctions
smack of Big Brother paternalism and will only stifle the full and free exchange of
ideas on this campus.
First, the requirement to visit the Holocaust museum demeans the senior Voice
editors, for it insinuates that they agree with the content of the revisionist ad. In
explaining the decision to run the ad, the Voice clearly delineated their opposition
to the ideas and views put forth by CODOH. The Voice’s belief in the validity and
tragedy of the Holocaust is unfairly questioned by this sanction.
Second, the required letter of apology to the Georgetown community is a farce.
How can such a letter carry any credibility when the senior Voice editors all agree
that they would choose to run the ad again?
The Media Board’s actions create a dangerous precedent; in effect, the university

decides which ideas campus groups can promote. It is not a far stretch to foresee an
editorial vigorously opposing affirmative action construed as offensive to AfricanAmericans. Will the Media Board then impose a similar punishment? Perhaps
closer to home, what if the university, through the Media Board, deems pro-choice
editorials to be inappropritate and detrimental to a Catholic university? In levying
punitive sanctions, the Media Board is opening a Pandora’s box of potential

censorship.
It must be noted that the Voice has acted in an exemplary manner over the past
two weeks by encouraging an open debate on its editorial decision. From printing
every letter to the editor received to sponsoring a campus forum, the Voice staff has
furthered its goal of promoting a vigorous debate on this issue. Indeed, the end result
today is a heightened awareness by the Georgetown community of the twisted, anti. Semitic arguments used by Holocaust revisionists. In issuing sanctions against the
Voice, the Media Board took no notice of these positive steps.
I agree with the Media Board that the Voice acted irresponsibly in publishing the
CODOH

ad. Nevertheless, the Voice has the right to make poor decisions, as does

any other free press organization. The Media Board should only exercise oversight
in cases of patently false and libelous attacks against a specific individual. That the
publication of Holocaust revisionist ads has been debated on many other campuses
supports the Voice’s right to explore this issue. In exposing an opinion, no matter
how illogical and hateful it may be, to a vigorous and open debate, the Voice simply
has exercised its right to free press.
Jor JosePH
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VIEWPOINT
Mats Muri

‘What’s With The Whaling Ban?
Moratorium Continues Despite New Scientific Evidence
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ON THE WRONG

side of a debate over one of the
most emotionally charged environmental issues of our time: whaling.
While Norway’s principled defense of
one of its native industries is admirable,
it needs to consider the economic realities of international sanctions and should
stop whaling to avoid them.
Whales, like dolphins, evoke deep
sympathy from many people because of
their highly developed, often humanThis

affinity for whales,

coupled with the disgraceful whaling
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It seems clear that
the IWC is not
basing its
regulations on
scientific data.
practices that ravaged the populations of
many whale species, led to an explosion
in anti-whaling efforts in the 1980s. In
response, the International Whaling
Commission (IWC) imposed a ban on
all commercial whaling in 1986, allow-

nD ®
|
|

ing only a few whales to be taken out of
the wild by a few nations for research
purposes— aloophole widely perceived
as an appeasement of countries reliant
on whaling. The ban’s purpose was to
stabilize and restore whale populations,
with the goal of someday allowing resumption of limited, carefully monitored
commercial hunting of the most abundant species.
The ban worked well and the logical
course today would be to follow the
original agreement and continue to protect those species still
threatened, while carefully relaxing the ban
on those with healthy
stock. Butlast May, the
IWC met in Kyoto, Japan, and voted to extend an eight-year-old

spite the ban, Norway
own quota, adhereing
ings. The Norwegian
allow its fishermen to

decided to set its
to the IWC findgovernment will
harvest only 296

mink whales next year, thus the quota

represents less than 0.5 percent of the
regional population. Worldwide, the
IWC estimates there are more than one
million mink whales. The Norwegian
quota gives top priority to protecting the
mink population from depletion and is
justified by IWC findings that conclude
whaling countries could safely resume
hunting without destroying the populations.
S9 why has the IWC refused to lift its
ban on commercial whaling and allowed
Norway to set amore reasonable quota?
It seems clear that the IWC is not basing
its regulations on scientific data. And
now, what should have remained a scientific debate has unfortunately become
a moral and political one. The rallying
cry of “Save the Whales” has been transformed into, “Save all the whales, in all

their numbers for a/l time.” Nations that
bought a cheap “green” image by 9pposing whaling throughout the 1980s,
iow fear vilification by groups like
Monitor if they support its resumption,
despite the new IWC reports. As John
Knauss, US commissioner to the IWC,
recently said, “I can no longer oppose
whaling on scientific grounds, but I will

continue to do so on ethical grounds.”
What are the “ethics” to which Knauss
refers? People including Roger Payne of
the World Wildlife Fund are partly responsible for the myth surrounding
whales. He believes whales’ brains are
as complex as human brains, and that,

“in the absence of evidence to the contrary, the whales are aware of their lives
and of their interests.” Monitor’s Craig
van Note goes further. He claims that
humans and whales are on the verge of
a “communication breakthrough” and
should be saved for possible historical

in opposition to whaling. But for coun-

tries whose cultures and economies are
intertwined with whaling it is another
matter. Norway, Iceland and Japan have
grown frustrated with the politicization
of the whaling commission and the presumptuousness of other countries in imposing their values. The fact that there is
now no scientific justification for a whaling ban only exacerbates their frustrations.
Even though the debate is a “matter of
principle,” as Per Kristian Pederson, the
minister of economic affairs for the Norwegian Embassy to the United States

The United States
can easily jump on
the anti-whaling
bandwagon.
C Kristopher
said, Norway cannot afford to weather
the economic sanctions that whaling opponents have tried to enforce. Norway’s
most important sources of income, ship-

ping and oil revenue, depend
to othercountries. By contrast,
commercial whaling industry
sible for only 450 jobs and

on exports
Norway’s
is respongenerates

about $5 million annually. Greenpeace
recently called for an economic boycott
of Norwegian products, estimated to cost

the country $30 million in cancelled
contracts with European supermarket
chains, fish importers and tour agencies.
Norway and other whaling nations need

Maligning Media Board’s Motives
T

HE MEDIA

BOARD’S

DECISION

LAST

week to sanction The Georgetown Voice for running an advertisement denying the existence of the
Holocausthasraised some serious questions about the issue of campus media
responsibility. In examining the events
surrounding the sanctions, however, it

other year. The com-

becomes clear that every side involved
acted reprehensibly.
Many have charged that the Voice
editors exercised poor judgement
in their
decision to run the ad. Indeed, as Media
Board Chair Anthony Arend said, the
Voice did act irresponsibly. To compound the problem, the editors’ arguments at the Media Board hearing were
especially poor. By cloaking the debate
in the issue of free speech, the Voice set
itself up for a fall because the ad is not
only offensive, it’s historically and factually inaccurate — and therefore not
covered by the right to free speech.
In arguments over freedom of the
press, the issue at stake is whether
or not
the information presented
is truthful, not

mission also endorsed

hurtful. The First Amendment provides

to make practical economic decisions,
even if other nations are unfairly re-

stricting their domestic economy.
If the costs posed by whaling are too
burdensome, Norway should reconsider

,moratoriumonallcom|
“mercial whaling for anthe “concept” of establishing permanent sanctuaries for whales in
Antarctic and Arctic

waters. Disgusted with
the

IWC’s

decision,

Norway decided to
leave the 39-nation organization andresumed
whaling in defiance of
the global ban.
In response, Monitor, an umbrella organization of 40 Ameri~ can
environmental

ar =

J. Brown

groups, declared war
against Norway. They
have called
for boycotts
of the 1994 Winter
Olympics
in
Lillehammer and are
threatening to stain the
snow red with whale
blood. The Humane
Society and Earth Island Institute are also
organizing consumer
boycotts and lobbying
the Clinton adminstration to impose trade
sanctions against Norway.
What is all the debate about? Nations
in favor of resumed whaling cite areport
from an IWC committee, which found
that certain species of whale have become so abundant, they can now be
hunted without danger of extinction. The
IWC estimates the population of mink
whales in the north-east Atlantic at
86,700. Nevertheless, the IWC voted to

continue a total ban on whaling, with
exceptions for research purposes. De-

Rick Choi/THe Hoya

knowledge,
since whales have been communicating from time immemorial and
represent a unique window on pre-history. Neither Payne nor van Note has
presented. conclusive evidence in support of their claims. Until they do, it

seems preposterous to regulate whaling
policy on the basis of their propositions.
Instead, the IWC’s findings should be

its whaling policy. Hopefully, the White
House will not take further steps toward
sanctions and will consider its longstanding political ties to Norway. If the
United States is truly concerned about
responsible management of whale populations it will work with Norway toregulate whaling with science, not ideology.

used as guidelines for the policy.
Countries

like the United

States,

where whaling has become an anachronism, can easily jump on the bandwagon

Mats Muri (CAS '95) is a citizen of
Norway.

Campus Opinion:

the media with protection to print the
truth without recrimination, not to publish false statements deliberately.
The Voice was also wrong to run the
ad because the decision violated its own
advertising policies, which states that
the paper does not accept ads “considered grossly unjust or inconsistent with
the conscience of Georgetown as a Jesuit educational institution.” The ad,
which by all standards presents false
and possibly hurtful information, obviously violated the Voice’s own rules.
When the Voice general board voted
to run the ad, it failed to realize the
ramifications their decision would have.
In their defense before the Media Board,
the senior editors clearly demonstrated
they had not anticipated how the Georgetown community would react. The
Voice was too wrapped up in their supposed justifications for running the ad
' and completely missed the impact and
subsequent reaction it would have —
particularly among the Jewish community at Georgetown. The editors said
they believed “freedom of expression
outweighed the emotional content” of
the ad. Suchreasoning was clearly faulty,
given the sensitive nature of the ad in
question.
The Voice’s editors, however, are not

the only ones at fault in this fiasco. In
levying its four sanctions against the

media.
Arend said the purpose of the sanctions was to “preserve, protect or
strengthen the integrity and accountability” of the Voice. My question is,
how do the sanctions accomplish this
goal? If anything, the board’s punishments undermine any credibility and
responsibility the Voice might have kept
after running the ad.
First of all, the requirement that the
paper publish a letter from the Media
Board explaining the reasoning behind
the sanctions makes the board come
across as an all-pervasive “Big Brother.”
In essence, by making the paper publish
the letter, the Voiceisrelinquishing some
of its editorial control.
Moreover, in airing its opinion on the
sanctions, the board appears to have the
final say on the matter. This mandatory
publishing borders on an infringement

of the Voice’s control over its own editorial policy. It begs the question of who
has a final say over what appears in a:
student publication; the student editors
or the Media Board?
Ultimately, this sanction damages the
editors’ accountability for the actions
they take in running the paper. What is
the point of having an independent student media, if they are not allowed to
take responsibility for their decisions?
The sanction requiring the Voice to
donate the money from the ad must also
be seen in asimilarlight. Thismoveis an
extremely dangerous one because the
Media Board has now decided it can
require groups to spend money for specific purposes not of their own choosing. Furthermore, if the purpose of mak-

ing the Voice donate $200 to the Holocaust Museum is to protect the paper’s
integrity, how is this achieved? How
does a forced reallocation of funds help
the Voice? Simply put, this move can
only foster humiliation and indignation,
not integrity or accountability.
The Media Board further displayed
its paternalistic attitude by mandating
that the Voice’s top three editors take a
guided tour of the Holocaust Museum.
This decision goes far beyond any of the
Media Board’s functions
— the purpose
of the board is not to modify behavior.
Since when can the Media Board tell
members of the media how to think
about certain issues? This mandatory
field trip is overly condescending and
treats the Voice’s editors as if they are
children.

whole situation. From the time the ad
appeared, the editors have borne the
brunt of constant animosity from a majority of the campus community. The

imposed sanctions merely added insult
to injury.
One purpose for having a student media is to serve as an educational experience. Student journalists should therefore be allowed to make mistakes.
Granted, there is a need for some over-

sight such as the Media Board provides,
but thiskind of regulation must not interfere with the business and personal decisions of the publication’s editors and
staff. These sanctions have overstepped
that boundary, seriously infringing upon
the Voice’s integrity.
The only sanction not excessively
damaging was the one requiring the paper to publish an apology; this step is
justified considering the editors violated
their own advertising policy. This pun-

ishment may not even be necessary,
‘however; given the actions taken by the

Voice after the ad was published —
actions such as printing letters critical of
the editors’ decision and an explanation
of the decision. Nonetheless, the Voice

should have to take some responsibility
for its actions and apologize for those it
unintentionally hurt.
But the most serious offenders in this
situation have been the members of the
Media Board. Media Board members
implied at the hearing that the Voice’s
editors were “morally obtuse” for run-ning the ad. But is the Media Board so
obtuse as to fail to realize that its actions
violate its own directives of promoting
the integrity and accountability of the
Voice?

The Voice’s editors
are not the only ones
at fault in the
Holocaust ad fiasco.
The whole affair surrounding the Holocaust ad has revealed severe shortcomings in the role of the Media Board
and its ability to monitor effectively the
actions of student media. The board dem-

onstrated in this episode that it is unable

Voice, the Media board presented itself

These last two sanctions seriously

to enforce punishments without infringing upon a publication’s integrity.

not as an organization designed to edu-

damage the Voice’s integrity — both
internally among its staff and externally
among the Georgetown community.
Although the decision to run the ad was
in bad taste and poorly thought out, the
editors have certainly suffered from this

chair of THE HoyA's board of directors.
The author's views do not necessarily
represent those of THE Hoya.

cate and aid the campus media, but as a

paternalistic and intrusive presence over
them. Furthermore, the Media Board’s
actions set a dangerous precedent for
relations between the board and student

Christopher J. Brown

(SES

'94)

is

If you could be anyone or anything

Compiled by David Booth

for Halloween, what would you be?

and Hunter Gary

Father O’Donovan.
The 42nd
States.

Meagan Baker

SFS 97

Tnvisible.

Pumpkinhead.
Jonathan Iwaskow

SFS ’95

Chenel Vanderberk
SFS ’94

President

Inebriated.

of the United
Bill Clinton

Bob Tamashunas, GSB 97

SES ’68

Thomas Yu, GSB 97

Elizabeth Taylor.
Michael Jackson
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Pizza Hut Delivers!
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For Free Delivery Call

AR.
Hut.
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MEDIUM
PIZZA
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One SIUPOR per party per
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HERFF JONES
College Ring
Styles
Our entire collection
|

of Herff Jones

College Ring styles

|
|

are now on sale!

|

HERFF JONES
College Rings

Ow

October 29th, 30th, 31st
Friday-Sunday:

0

November 1st-7th
Friday-Sunday:

1la.m.-5p.m.
1la.m.-2p.m.

Order Now For Christmas Delivery
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
Sat=Sun.:

A

WE ACCEPT VISA,
MASTERCARD, AND
AMERICAN EXPRESS

“11:00a:m.-5:00p.m

Don't Let Your Career Search End
with Winter Break!
Seek Jobs & Internships in
Chicago, Atlanta & Philadelphia
this January at the Career Days!

EE

O

CHICAGO

CAREER

RESUME

DAY - JAN. 6, 1994

DEADLINE:

Nov. 3, 1993

ATLANTA CAREER DAY - JAN. 7, 1994

Hut.

Offer Expires:

11/5/93

i
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i coupon when
h or. dering.
pring Oe 3 goupa)1p pay per
visit at partici ating Pizza
P
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other Si
ne the BIGFOOT PIZZA. Limited delivery area.
© 1993 Pizza Hut, Inc. 1/20 cent redemption value.
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ANY
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PIZZA

P

1la.m.-2p.m.

Monday-Thursday:

PHIL. ADEI PHIA CAREER

DELIVERY
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DELIVERY

993 Pizza Hut, Inc. 1/20 cent redemption valu e.
EE
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!

Offer Expires:

11/5/93

Collection Of

DAY - JAN. 11, 1994

DELIVERY/CARRYOUT

DELIVERY/CARRYOUT

]
;
,

On Our Entire

RESUME

337-3131

Pizza

i

WELCOME PARENTS!

VZZId ®

“Hut.

i

RESUME

DEADLINE

: Nov. 17, 1993

Come To The Career Center For More Details.
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++ [Interested in Study Abroad? | ariases
T

Please come to one of our Brown Bag Information Sessions,
which

9»

are informal gatherings
.

of returnees,

H
or Hong

MERRILL

international

students, and interested Georgetown Students.

:

OKYO

KonNG

LYNCH

& BROWN

VN Bes
/
:

.

1430 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, SUITE 1003
02138 TEL. (617) 868-0181

a

CAMBRIDGE, MA
DEADLINE:

0%

November 1, Monday:

Institut d'Etudes Politiques, Paris

November 9, Tuesday:

Australia

November 16, Tuesday:

® #

Time:

Nn tl on

Al

;

A

Th

°

3

lus only Wsrerionaed,

American
Tae Kwon Do International
located at St. Albans School

“A crushingly funny and knowing ode to misspent youth.”

Call 965-5816

:

;

:

OF AMERICAN TEENAGE LIFE EVER MADE”
- Owen Gleiberman, ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY
gi

;

Garfield Street Entrance

1

“Original, observant, subversive and very, very, funny.”

|

|

ee

“Two thumbs up!”

i

Orientation Session

| HA

Saturday, November 6, 1993
ICC 105, 1:00p.m.-5:00p.m.

J

:

7 November
;
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1 993

»
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MEXICO C.
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FOR THE ORIENTATION.
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Office of International Programs, 307 ICC|
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3300 Mt, NW, Washington, DCI0007
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Peter Frampton & More

|

$245

AMSTERDAM
ZURICH
CARACAS

©

| Featuring Music Grom Aerosmith, Black Sabbath, Deep Purple, ZZ Top, Alice Cooper, Bab Dylan, RT Vi

STUDENTS MUST COME TO THE RESOURCE CENTER IN THE OIP

j=)

NISGIVING
p(T:
PARIS

:

JC

|

LONDON

WGR 201A, 11:00a.m.-Noon
0
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* WE GO WHERE YOU GO:

FINANCIAL AID MEETING
Saturday

|

BOOK
[e]]

There will also be an optional

ob

|

- Jeff Giles, NEWSWEEK

Pre-Departure

:

|Discount with
this ad.

> P oe Women's Sls Deisoss Clases

- SISKEL & EBERT

:
ere will be a MANDATORY

»

10%

Confidence, Discipline,
Weight Loss, Fitness.

“THE MOST SLYLY FUNNY AND DEAD-ON PORTRAIT

b Yo ad

Spring 1994 Nominees!
a

tow Mow Fes Oly»

IMPROVE:

ae

Boat

~Dave Kehr, NEW YORK DALY NEWS
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®
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« No Initiation Fee « No Contracts

SMARTER AND TOUGHER BUT JUST AS MUCH FUN”

12:00-1:00p.m.
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1993

“THE ‘AMERICAN GRAFFITI’ OF THE NEXT GENERATION -
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STUDENTS!
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Sweet Briar, Paris

|Place: OIP Resource Ceriter, 307 ICC
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Trinity College Dublin

November 11, Thursday:
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#
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favor. Time.

choices, and a record of personal

Time to take advantage of tax-deferral.
Time for your money to grow.

service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education
and research are already enrolled in

if you begin saving just $100 amonth at ~~ America’s largest retirement system.
Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
age thirty, you can accumulate $154,031*

i
A
a

1
il

i

1

HOURS:MON-FRI:

1

9AM-8PM

SAT/SUN:11AM-5PM

L

by the time you reach age sixty-five.

today and learn how simple it is to put

Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside
$211 a month to reach the same goal.

yourself through retirement when you
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

:

:

* ’

0:

At TIAA-CREE we not only understand the value of starting early, we
can help make it possible—with flexible
retirement and tax-deferred annuity
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment

But starting early is key. Consider this:

:

3

hink about supporting yourself for
twenty-five, thirty years or longer
in retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately,
you have one valuable asset in your

:
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MASTERCARD & AMEX
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ENTERTAINMENT

)

Nomadic Theatre’s Slapstick and One-Liners

I

‘The Man Who Came to Dinner’ Leaves ‘Em Rolling in the Aisles
§

By April Lisante

EE

HOYA Staff Writer

What do you get when you combine
slapstick routines, hilarious one-liners,
and a multitude of comedic talent? You
get The Man Who Came to Dinner, a
hysterical and ingenious play presented
by GU’s Nomadic Theatre. The play,
directed by Laura Kuperman (SFS 95)

1

and Heather Stephenson (CAS 95), and

produced by Jennifer Lotz (CAS ’95), is
an extremely well-done comedy.
The plot begins to unfold when
Sheridan Whiteside (brilliantly played

2

©

by Ron Faris, GSB ’94), a famous 1930s

radio announcer, has agreed to come to
dinner at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Earnest Stanley (Robert Cosgrove, GSB
’94 and Cathy Zilinskas, GUSN 97)
and their two children (Brady Richards,
CAS ’97 and Noelle Coates, SES 97).

Tim Burton with two of the stars of The Nightmare Before Christmas.

A Ghoulish Tale
In a swirl of hedonistic revelry, an
insane multitude of beasts occupy the
screen from the very start. Wobbling
along in a parade, they gather around a

» fountain whose statue vomits green
water into a basin. A jack o’lantern,
drawn toward the mob on a carriage,
lights himself on fire. He dances around,
his flames growing brighter and higher,
and he then plunges into the fountain. A
pause follows, and he jumps from the
fountain, now free of his charred pumpkin suit. What emerges is Jack
Skellington, the skeleton who is the
mastermind of Halloweenland and its
yearly festivities.
If all this leaves you in a cloud of
hobgoblin dust, it wouldn’t be surprising. The observer almost loses himself
in the beginning of A Nightmare Before
Christmas, as the movie weaves its way

through Danny Elfman’s amazing music and starts at a frenetic pace, where
puppets and images appear and disappear. But all this ostentatiousness ultimately absorbs and draws the viewer
into the movie and the characters.
The movie revolves around a constellation of holiday lands such as
“Halloweenland”
and “Christmasland.”
But tired of the same old ghoulish routine Jack Skellington wanders about
dejectedly until stumbling upon the entrance to Christmasland, and enamors
himself with the novelty and emotion
contained within.

The typical all-American family, the
Stanleyslivein
a small Ohio town. When
Sheridan, or “Sherry”, as he is known,

slips, falls and supposedly breaks his
hip, the excitement and anticipation of
the Stanley family is promptly replaced
by the inconvenience and annoyance of
Sherry’s indefinite stay.

Burton Spins
By Mark Jaklovsky
HOYA Staff Writer

)

Driven by his attempt to discover
Christmasland’s secret to replicate it in
Halloweenland, he finally decides to
make a “Halloweenlandized” version of
Christmas and to capture “Sandy Claws,”
to ensure presents are delivered to
Halloweenland.
Sally, a doll put together and brought
to life by Halloweenland’s resident mad
scientist, attempts without success to
guide Skellington away from his Grinchy
impulse to preempt the Christmasland
festivities for a year.
Beyond the plot, Burton’s story is a
masterpiece. The claymation technique
the movie employs is clearly advanced.
The producers developed new technology and techniques to make all this
possible and have turned out the longest
stop-motion claymation film ever shot.
Thestory isequally amazing. Burton’s
“nightmare” was originally a poem and
retains its poetic quality. He writes on
several different levels, incorporating
and poking fun at both Halloween and
Christmas traditions, while touching on
some higher notions as well.
Lifting the saga further is Elfman’s
incredible score. Although anchored in
a neo-Baroque style, Elfman manages
to run through some blues and pop
modes, while never losing the phantom
undertones.
There is no doubt that this is a landmark creation, regardless of its lukewarmreception by some critics. Beyond
the technological innovations and intriguing characters, the movie is a piece
of art in every respect.

op
Sarah George/The

A scene from Nomadic’s The Man

The audience is immediately shown
his unbearable and impossible everyday
antics. As if segregating the family to
the upper level of the house and pronouncing the phone off limits to them so
that he can receive his “important” calls
were not enough, Sherry proceeds to
turn their house into a reception hall for
all of his close, personal friends.
A subplot of his meddling in the af-

Continuing the festivities, GPB
also presents The Exorcist at 8 p.m.
Sunday night in Gaston Hall. This
classic horror film was filmed in
Georgetown, and features the infamous steps on Prospect Street. Entrance is $1 for cardholders, $2 for

The brilliance of this production lies
in the well-chosen cast. All of the characters have distinctly different personalities, yet are able to create pure comedy by playing off of one another. The
dialogue is well done because the char-

Tonight and next Friday, the Phan-

is the inevitable party search, rife with

By Matt Ward
HOYA Staff Writer
Despite its title, the movie Dazed and

Confused portrays more than the hazy,
smoke-infested 70s. Richard Linklater’s
latest writing/directing effort since the
critically acclaimed Slacker brilliantly
characterizes high school in the Led
Zeppelin-meets-disco era, but the film is
able to transcend the bounds of early
Ozzy Osborne to give timeless insight
into an Americanstudent’s arduous journey into the real world.
Based on the overlapping lives of a
junior class that is just beginning to
grapple with senior year, Dazed and
Confused depicts the characters’ search
for the ultimate last day of class. This
includes traditional freshmen hazing,
through such torturous methods as
paddle-whacking (for boys) and car wash
trips, ketchup spritzers and forced marriage proposals (for girls). Also included

. beer-filled trunks, mailbox baseball and
a liquor store robbery.
Linklater escapes the traps of the typical high school “party” movie with the
strong bonds built between his characters. Beer and pot aside (which Linklater
takes as a given) the characters strive to
relate. As the post-Vietnam generation
comes of age, Linklater depicts a day
when teachers seem asleep, parentsdon’t
relate with their kids and the coach is an
overbearing authority figure. This all
boils down to one of the movie’s main
themes: that young people need each’
other.

The high school is portrayed as an
Eden where everyone candrive in, listen

to tunes, drink, smoke and philosophize
away the depressing voice of reality.
Linklater’s message is caught up in the
plight of one of the main characters, the
school quarterback, who has to decide
whether to “run” with his football friends

BEST BETS

The Washington Ballet performs
tonight
at 7:30 p.m. and tomorrow at
2 and 7:30 p.m. in the Eisenhower
Theater at the Kennedy Center. For

mas Jefferson St. NW) in
Georgetown. The show satirizes many current political
figures and events. Feeding-

Communist spy, a CIA agent
and others add to the theatrical fireworks, with the audience deciding the story’s ultimate ending. Tickets are
$10, and a dinner, parking,
tax and tip package is available for an additional $20.
For more info and reservations, call 298-8222.

The Case of the Capitol
Cloakroom

Bombshell,

a

mystery and political satire,
plays tomorrow nightat 7:30

p.m. at Chelsea’s (1055 Tho-

are $7 general admission, $5 for

een Dance ‘Party with Mambo
Combo,” opentorevelers of all ages.
Prizes will be awarded for best costumes. Tickets are $10 general ad-

frenzied

Washington’s landmark institutions
for the mentally ill. The hospital,

ment of Recreation, Parks and Cul-

mission,

seniors,

built in the mid-19th century, com-

tural Activities holds Ghost Tours

and professional artists. For reser-

mands a spectacular view of Washington fromitshillside location. The
bus will meet at the Anacostia Metro
station, where parking is available.
Tickets are $30 for non-members.
For more info, call 785-2068.

in Fort

North Carolina-based The Dave

and hopefully make it to the championship, or “hang” with the “drug crowd”
that his coach calls losers.
When a friend asks him what he’ll do,
he answers, “I’m just doing things the
best I can, just livin’ life to the fullest I
can while I’m stuck here.” These are
powerful words, for they strike to the
heart of the film. People outside of the
“drug crowd” mindset may not understand the perspective of the sensitive
boy who happens to play ball — not to
mention the other main characters: the
non-physical wasteproduct, the hippie/
cheerleader beauty and an older brother
turned ne’er do well. Yet this group is
bound by friendship, the kind that ignores warnings from coaches and the
kind that you remember all your life.
The introspective members of the mellow-set are convincingly played, especially the characters played by actresses

On Sunday at4 p.m., Dance Place
(3225 8th St. NE) hosts a “Hallow-

$8 for students,

vations, call 269-1600.

The Historical Society of Washington, DC presents A Tour of Saint
Elizabeth’s Hospital, one of

®

P

All tickets are five dollars

and can be purchased this week in the
Leavey Center lobby.

reporters,

an

ex-

7 to 9 p.m., the Alexandria DepartWard

Park

(4301

West

Braddock Rd., Alexandria). The
tours consist of a haunted ride
through the park. Tickets are available on the day of the activity at the
entrance to the park. For more info,

call (703) 883-4686.
Tomorrow and Sunday night from

trays the quarterback as a pothead version of Joe Namath. His actions as'the
kid who goes between the cliques, defending nerds, jocks and underclassmen, provides ample insight into his
choice toremain as a person living life to
its fullest. Wiley Wiggins does a star
turn as an eighth grader who is invited
by seniors to partake in their party night.
At the beginning, he’s just along for the
ride, but he ends up doing a little drinking, mischief and loving of his own. He
serves as a reminder of the highschooler’s world, featuring struggles
between authority, reality and friends.

@ b

(of

the music — provide brilliant vehicles
for his foray into the 70s.

Martin and Milla Jovovich

ob

Linklater’s choice of music, includ-

Kuffs and Return to the Blue Lagoon
fame). Jason London powerfully por-

Deena

|

ing works by Foghat, Alice Cooper, ZZ
Top, The Runaways, Lynyrd Skynyrd
and Deep Purple, is almost as diverse
and weird an assortment as the characters themselves. The cast — as well as

Sunday night, The 9:30 Club (930
F St. NW) features Monster Magnet, with Clutch opening the show.
Tickets are $5 each. For more info,
call 393-0930.
Tonight at 7:30, critically acclaimed jazz vocalist Carmen Lundy
and bassist/vocalist Jay Leonhart
perform in The Jazz Lyricist, a
Washington Performing Arts Society production at the Kennedy Center Terrace Theater. Tickets are
$22.50. For more info, call 8339800.

matinee.

Who
Hall
30 at
p.m.

0

Canadian Quintet Releases Second Album,
Offering Gloomy Yet Reflective Look at Life

This Weekend’s

ticket information, call 467-4600.

The Global Living Center presents its weekly international film
tonight in McNeir Auditorium.
Mariachi, a Mexican film, starts at
7 p.m. and is utterly, completely
free.

meant to convey.
Playgoers will find themselves laughing loudly and quite often. The directors, producer and cast are to be commended for bringing such a clever play
to campus.

Nomadic Theatre’s The Man
Came To Dinner is at the Walsh
of Nations Theater Oct. 28-Oct.
8 p.m. On Saturday there is a 2

Dummy Delight

toms and Gracenotes sponsor the
D.C. A Cappella Festival 1993 in
Gaston Hall. Tickets, which are
available in Leavey Center lobby,
students.

that each line was

Linklater Presents Wild, Introspective Look
At High School Life in ‘Dazed and Confused’ » :

Matthews Band plays tonight at
The Bayou (Wisconsin and K St.
NW). For more info, call (703) 5497625.

Halloween costume wearers and $3
for anyone who enjoys being thrown
down a long flight of steps.

acters are all able to reel it off simultaneously (in keeping with the theme of
complete chaos), but still retains all of
the wit and humor

THE INSIDER'S GUIDE TO THIS WEEKEND'S HOTTEST HAPPENINGS

Also, the Healy Howl is Saturday
night at midnight in the area between Harbin and the Jesuit cemetery. Itis a great opportunity to yell
and scream and act silly in an effort
to raise the dead.

Who Came To Dinner.

fairs of his secretary (Nancy Brensson,
CAS ’96). is a hilarious addition to the
already hysterical plot.

THE WEEKENDER
To celebrate Halloween, GPB has
a pumpkin carving session today in
Red Square from 1-4 p.m., or until
the pumpkin supply is exhausted.
The event is free.

HOYA

Crash Test Dummies

God Shuffled His Feet

"has changed, not depending as heavily
on these gimmicky sounds. The result is
amuch purer and more even album than
the band’s first effort.
This musical change also marks an
exploration of much gloomier subjects
for Roberts, who is also the band’s
songwriter. Nearly all the songs on the
album touch on accidents, disease or old
age. Surprisingly, this does not detract
from its “listenability,” because the lyrics are so well thought out that they are
insightful rather than depressing.
Despite this, the album starts off in an
almost jubilant fashion with the title
track — forest sounds and a distorted
drum beat gradually feed into and blend
with extended organ chords and serene
guitar harmonies to create an intricate
composition. Then Roberts bellows in
with “After seven days/He was quite
tired, so God said:/Let there be a day/

ov

Do)

3

p

Just for picnics, with wine and bread,”
By Andrew Sell
HOYA Staff Writer
When Canadian band Crash Test
Dummies released their debut album
The Ghosts That Haunt Me in 1991, they
created no more than a ripple in the pop
music scene. They made somewhat of a
name for themselves opening up for the
Cowboy Junkies and received limited
national air play on some classic rock
stations. But their exposure grew based
onthe unusual sound of the album, which
featured accordions, penny-whistles,
harmonicas, and lead singer Brad Rob-

erts’ haunting, deeper-than-deep voice.
Now, with the release of God Shuffled

His Feet, Roberts’ voice is stronger than
ever, but Crash Test Dummies’ sound

which goes quite well with the cover of
the album, depicting Titian’s “Bacchus
and Ariadne” with the band members’
heads superimposed on it.
The next track, “Afternoons &

»)

Coffeespoons,” gives a hint as to the rest

of the record’s less upbeat content. It
addresses the idea of growing old, but
the song is delivered in a humorous way

with bouncy acoustic guitar and accordion

lines

and references

3)

to wearing

“pyjamas in the daytime.”
“MMM MMM MMM MMM” could

almost be mistaken for a lullaby, withits
soothing acoustic guitar and piano
complements. But its lyrics once again
reveal otherwise: “His hair had turned
from black to bright white/He said thatit

See DUMMIES, p. 9

4

ENTERTAINMENT
Altman Scores Another
All-Star Success in ‘Short Cuts’
By Bill Caffrey, Jr.
Special to The HOYA

obert Altman’s latest ensemble production, Short
Cuts, is as hard to describe as
its cast is diverse. The film is long
=

(slightlymore than three hours), grim,

deeply vexing — but also very entertaining and enthralling. As the
end of the year comes near, this film

marks a strong beginning of the
Academy Award movie season.
Loosely based on the writings of
Raymond Carver, the film is set in

suburban California and revolves
around the lives of 22 primary characters in nine different homes. The
characters range from a wealthy surgeon (Matthew Modine) and his artist wife (Julianne Moore) to a strug-

Courtesy of Imago Recording Company

gling swimming pool cleaner (Chris

Lyle Lovett (left) as a baker and
Lily Tomlin and Tom Waits
(above) as a married couple are
only a few members of the all-star
ensemble cast of Robert Altman’s
new feature film Short Cuts.

Penn) and his wife (Jennifer Jason

Leigh),
calls.

®

§

who

conducts

phone

sex

.

Predictably, there are various
twists in the film that tie many of the
characters together. But with a cast
this diverse, it is difficult for any one

actor to shine. Nearly all the performances are superb, but it is unlikely
thatany individual actor will receive
proper recognition at Oscar time,
This is particularly unfortunate in
the case

of Jack Lemmon,

whose

show-stealing performance is lim-

ited to just a few scenes in a hospital
waiting room.
Short Cuts belongs to Altman —
more than any filminrecentmemory.
His efforts should earn him a nomi-

nation for Best Director come early
next year. The film is not as innovative as it is being billed, primarily
because of the contrived manner of

tying the plots together. The film
itself, however, is a remarkable directorial feat. Not only has Altman
brilliantly manipulated an all-star
cast, buthe also takes a set of choppy
stories about mundane, ordinary life
and creates a dark, captivating masterpiece. Short Cuts is definitely a
must-see for any cinema fan.

The Corcoran’s Bombastic Biennial
Exhibition of Contemporary American Painting Ranges From
Moderate to Terrible, Often Pushing the Limits of Artistic Talent
By Andrew Sell
HOYA Staff Writer

©

w

Earlier this year in Venice, the art world’s most visible

biennial opened to anywhere from mediocre to scathing
reviews. Unfortunately, a biennial opening tomorrow at the
Corcoran Gallery of Art will most likely receive similar
reviews, marking an ominous trend in contemporary Western

Crash Test Dummies Shuffle F eet

art.

The 43rd Biennial Exhibition of Contemporary American
DUMMIES,

from p. 1

was from when/The cars had smashed
so hard.”
:
The eighth track marks a sudden departure from the rest of the record’s
lamentations. “How Does a Duck
Know?” is a jarring, violent exclamation on the cruelty of life. These terse
emotions are exposed bare with-sharp,
punctuating drumsand severely distorted
guitar chords. Notsurprsingly, this track

is also the album’s most memorable.

What makes this album enjoyable is
* the simple yet superb musicianship from
all the band’s members. In addition to
Roberts’ singing and guitar work, brother
Dan Roberts (bass) and Michel Dorge
(drums and percussion) provide a stable

structure for Ellen Reid’s piano and ac- cordion and Benjamin Darvill’s mandolin and harmonicas. In addition, Reid’s

high alto harmonies provide a nice balance

to Roberts’

vocals, which

could

otherwise easily dominate just about
any song.
Overall, Crash Test Dummies

pro-

vide a positive message on God Shuffled
His Feet because they transcend the
albums main theme. Their sullen songs
act as a psychological prevention from
real disease and death, much as a test
dummy would provide physical prevention from crashes. They have much to
celebrate in their music.

Corcoran Gallery of Art

Three Man Patrol (1993) by Deborah Oropallo.

Painting, begunin 1907, is the oldest continual biennial series

in the United States. A biennial exhibition is a traditional,
condensed way of looking at the current tendencies in contemporary art. The Venice show featured installations from various countries, and only avery few of them were well-received.
Most were passed off as attention-grabbing, shallow displays
with little to no meaning. Many works from the Corcoran
Biennial suffer from this malady, yet this exhibition has the
added problem of containing works demonstrating little to no
talent from the artists.
Elena Sisto’s tempera works are perhaps the most extreme
example. Her cartoonishly scrawled swirls and figures seem
to demonstrate a fascination for large breasts, but little else.
Melissa Miller’s large oil paintings like “The Temptation of
Saint Anthony” (1993), while featuring perhaps the most
dramatic imagery in the exhibition, conjure up queasy feelings of deja vu. Viewers will swear they have seen something
similar in flea market stalls selling black velvet paintings of
Elvis and poodles.
Most other artists in the exhibit are at least technically
competent, but many are so concerned with the profundity of
their message that they emblazon the titles of their works right
on the canvas. Ken Aptekar is especially guilty of this. “Pink
Frick” (1993) is a (what else) pink-hued version of one of

Rembrandt’s self-portraits, with eight word-play variations of
the title running down the middle. And Aptekar’s “Heavy
Cool Bar, International Appetizers,

Gourmet

Pasta

of Your Design,

Equipment” (1992), while not actually spelling out the title, is
smothered with so many snippets of text like “an MBA from”
and “is keeping her name professionally” that it becomes
nothing more than a nightmarish explosion of yuppie chatter.
Other works, while not poorly constructed or drowning in
text, are simply just stupid. Robert Colescott, in “Triumph of
Christianity” (1993), places a hamburger next to a cross in
order to portray some bizarre symbol of the conquest of
paganism.
Despite these substantial flaws in the Corcoran’s biennial,
some bright spots shine through. Deborah Oropallo’s “ThreeMan Patrol” and “The Wolf” (both 1993) have the dynamic
nature of a Francis Bacon work, mixed with some concerns

about contemporary violence.
Jim Lutes’ paintings are much more abstract. He pays
homage to Kandinsky and Pollock in works like 1992’s “Too

Lips.” This and his other two displayed works are some of the
freshest in the exhibition.
By far the best and most intriguing work in the biennial is
Ida Applebroog’s “Empty Orchestra” (1993). This single
work fills its gallery, for it is a multitude of canvases, both on

the wall and also scattered vertically on the floor. This concept
is interesting because the free-standing elements challenge
the typical notion that paintings belong on the wall. It is also
a valiant attempt to fuse the ideas of painting and sculpture.
The content of the work itself contains a myriad of contrasting
images: grotesques, copulation, disgraced clergy and a young
boy learning to tie his shoes, among others. It is one of the few
works in the exhibit that requires more than a cursory glance
to recognize its complete context.

The 43rd Corcoran Biennial Exhibition of Contemporary
American Painting is bad, but not quite terrible. At the very
least, it provides the viewer the opportunity to see what is
artistically mediocre, providing a greater appreciation when
something better comes along.
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Help Apple Computer Launch

Its Newton™ MessagePad™

If you're a student who wants to learn more aboutApple’s Newton MessagePad
and demonstrate it one-on-one to customers du ring November and December,
this job is for you! Qualified students will be invited to join us in a full-day
Newton training session next weekend. Applicants need to:
- Be upperclass or graduate students
-Work 14-20 hours per week evenings and

weekends through December 24

- Have a car to drive to demonstration locations

- Be comfortable with people and computers

You'll earn an excellent student salary plus a bonus at the end of the program
.
You'llalso receive discounts toward buying your own Newton MessagePad,
and there's potential for additional part-time work next year. During this campaig
n
you will be representing Apple Computer and the Newton MessagePad; however
,
you will contract with American Passage,
so please call American Passage

at (800) 487-2434, ext. 8400 before Thursday, October 28th to see if you qualify.

8

©1993 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple and the Apple logo
are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
MessagePadand Newton are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

Friday. October 29. 1993
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Georgetown University

and join the many who have signed up to cheer the Hoyas to the top. Remember
that the only way to get tickets to the November 26th game vs. MARYLAND is to |
purchase season tickets.* Come by the Sports Promotion office on the second floor
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Georgetown vs. Maryland game beginning Monday, November 1st at the McDonough Arena
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student season tickets is November 12, 1993 so don't delay, get yours today!
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SPORTS
Friday, October 29

Dahlgren Chapel: 8 a.m., 12:10 p.m., 5:15
p.m., 10 p.m., 11:15 p.m.

8-4 p.m. Spring Break in Appalachia
sponsors a crafts fair in the Leavey Center.
12:30 p.m. The Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian Lunch Group meets at Center Grill.
For more information, call Laura at (703)

ture” in Village A Community Room.

4-6 p.m. Career decision testing at the
Career Center, fifth floor Leavey Center.
5-6 p.m. Bereavement
meets in New North 107.

support

1-5 p.m. School of Foreign Service and

5-6 p.m. Trevor Byer speaks on “Information Needs in Decision Making in the

7:30 p.m. The College Democrats holds
its general meeting in ICC 105. Rep.
Andrews from New Jersey will address the

group.

Nursing School Parents’ Open House at the

Energy Sector” in the government docu-

Career Center.

ments department of Lauinger Library.

1:15 p.m. The Islamic Society of Georgetown offers Islamic Prayers in the Copley
Basement prayer room.

9-10 p.m. The Graduate Group meets in
St. Mary’s conference room.

Tuesday, November 2
vice Center sponsors “Options Fair "94" on
the first floor of the Leavey Center.

Thursday, November 4

7-8:30 p.m. Christian Fellowship meet-

Saturday, October 30

5:30-6:30 p.m. Christian meditation

in

Healy 110.

11:30-2 p.m. Bagel lunch at the Jewish
Student Association house, featuring Professor Robert Katzmann from the Government Department.

6-8 p.m. Tuesdays at the Career Center

10-6 p.m. Spring Break in Appalachia
sponsors a crafts fair in the Leavey Center.

features Linda Ferri, speaking on Intemational Consulting.

3:30-5 p.m. The Office of Intemational

y

AE

ing in Walsh 495. For more information call
Shawn Malone at 338-2278.

7:30 p.m. The Progressive Student Union
presents Allan Naim who will speak on
"Human Rights and U.S. Foreign Poilicy in
East Timer" in McNeir Auditorium.
9 p.m. The Georgetown Israel Alliance
meets at the Jewish Student Association
house.

10-3 p.m. The Volunteer and Public Ser-

6:30-7:30
11-1 p.m. Career decision testing at the
Career Center, fifth floor Leavey Center.
[LSSep

Sunday, October 31
Masses at Dahlgren Chapel: 9 am., 11
a.m., 12:30 p.m., 5 p.m., 7 p.m., 8:30 p.m.,
10 p.m., 11:15 p.m.

Cg
NS
Err

Bible

study

on

I

Corinthians in Healy 110.

Programs hosts an Intercultural Coffee Hour
for students, faculty and staff in 450 ICC.

7 p.m. The Russian Area Studies Program presents the Soviet film, Commissar,

5:30-7 p.m. Baptist Campus Ministry
group meets in St. Mary’s conference room.

in ICC 232

J

C-——

p.m.

9 a.m. Parents’ Weekend Mass in Gaston
Hall.
10-4 p.m. Spring Break in Appalachia
sponsors a crafts fair in the Leavey Center.
11-12:30 p.m. Protestant service in St.
William’s Chapel.

7:30 p.m. AIESEC
7:30 p.m. Beyond Dahlgren
weekly meeting in Henle 15.

holds

its

8-10 p.m. The GUSA Lecture Fund presents Chuck D from the rap group Public
Enemy who will speak on “Rap and its
Influence on the Liberation Struggle” in

Gaston Hall.
3-5 p.m. Weekly worship in St. William’s
Chapel.
6:30 p.m. The Junior Class Committee
holdsits weekly meeting in White-Gravenor

Masses

12:30 p.m. The Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian Lunch Group meets in Center Grill.
1:15 p.m. The Islamic Society of Georgetown offers Islamic Prayers in the Copley
Crypt.

staring, in disbelief, intermittently

between the fallen leaf and the tree.
In the sixth and final snapshot,
America’s favorite chubby house pet,
apparently overwhelmed with despair at the tragic end of autumn and
the onset of winter, opens his mouth
and lets out the following roar:
“ARRRRGGGGH!”
The cartoon was so appropriate
because it appeared on Sunday, the
first day of the all-too-abruptly-begun 1993-94 baseball off-season.
Despite a near-constant thumbing through my mental dictionary in
the 12 hours between the moment
that Blue Jays outfielder Joe Carter
hit the 1993 Major League baseball
season over the left-field wall of
Toronto’s SkyDome and the moment I picked up my Sunday comics, I had been unable to locate a
word to describe my feelings.
I'knew exactly what I was having
feelings about: (1) the Phillies los-

ing the World Series; (2) the Blue
Jays winning the World Series; (3)

the fact that there would be no baseball game that night; and most importantly, (4) there would be nomore

baseball until next April.
Jim Davis, creator of Garfield,
finally gave me the perfect word to
describe my feelings with regard to
all of these tragic events.
The word is ARRRRGGGGH!
Joe Carter’s home run traveled
over the left-field wall and directly
through my heart, leaving a large,
gaping hole in the spot where baseball lives for six blissful months of
the year.
Now don’t get me wrong here.
That section of my heart had already
taken a pretty good beating this season, mainly at the hands of the 59103 New York Mets, whose season
had come to a merciful close weeks
earlier. But this Phillies thing had
gotten hold of me pretty good and I
wasn’t ready to let go yet.
After all, they had clawed their
big, sloppy, tobacco-spewing selves
backinto a World Series which could
have pulverized their psyches beyond repair three days earlier by
dealing them a brutally heartbreaking 15-141oss.
They had even clawed
their way back into Game Six, which
had seen them fall behind by a large
margin early on. I have loved Lenny
Dykstrasince his glorious 1986 postseason with the Mets, and it was
great to see him do a near-perfect
Reggie Jacksonimpersonation in this

Series. Plus, on top of all of this, my
motherloves the Phillies. (Hi Mom.)

So as you can see, I had no choice
but to snag a ticket and leap onto the
crowded Phillies bandwagon.
So I was upset about the Phillies
losing,
but Idon’thate the Blue Jays.

The Blue Jays are awesome. And if
anybody ever worked hard enough
or long enough (with the Cleveland
Indians, forthat matter) to be a World

Series hero, it’s Joe Carter.
But I just wasn’t ready for this
end-of-the-season idea. I wanted a
Game Seven. I wanted two more
weeks, two more months of base-

ball. I didn’t want it to ever end.
Still, I should have seen it coming. It happens every year. Seasons
change. Baseball had actually been
dangling for quite a while, just as
precariously as the leaf in that
Garfield cartoon. It was only a matter of time before it was going to fall,
peacefully and gently, to the ground
and rest for six cold months. This
year, though, it fell like a grand pi-

_ ano out of a third-story window in an
old Peter Sellers movie. I just wasn’t
ready.
Baseball went loudly and obnoxiously into its 1993 good night, and
it will be missed. It was a great year
(for everybody except the Mets) and
it’s a shame it has to end. I wish I
could say “oh, well, them’s the
breaks,” and move on into basket-

ball season, but I can’t. First I must
mourn for a while. Quietly.
Argh.

6:30 p.m. Shabbat Services at the Jewish

9-10 p.m. Lutheran
Crypt.

Service in Copley

Wednesday, November3
5:30-6:30 p.m.
Copley Crypt.

for the Feasts of All Saints in

White-Gravenor 201A.

There was an oddly appropriate
Garfield cartoon in the comics section .of last Sunday’s Washington
Post.
The strip’s first three frames depicted the tubby feline gazing nervously upward at a single, red leaf
on an otherwise bare tree. In the
fourth frame, Garfield blinks and,
while his eyes are shut, the tree’s
final leaf separates with a “poink,”
falls to the ground with a “zip,” and
settles on terrafirma, making a “thut”
sound.
The fifth frame shows Garfield

Student Association house.

201.

Monday, November 1

general meeting in

Friday, November 5

7:30-8:30 p.m. The Sophomore Class
Committee has its weekly meeting in the
Leavey Club Room.

Baseball 93: A Requiem

7-9 p.m. Harambee Fellowship in St.
Mary’s conference room.

7-10p.m. Marian Prayerin Copley Crypt.

group

528-7216 or Clark at (202) 332-4409.

6:30 p.m. Shabbat Services at the Jewish
Student Association house (1314 36th
Street).

TENGE
TT

ology Department delivers her "Last Lec-

Orthodox

Vespers

7 p.m. The Senior Class Committee sponsors a Back to the Freshman Bar Series,
starting at the Charing Cross and moving to
Sports Fans at 8 p.m. and Winstons at9 p.m.

in

7 p.m. Professor Diana Hayes of the The-

7-9 p.m. Christian Fellowship meets in
Walsh 495. For more information call Shawn
Malone at 338-2278.

A

Classifieds

}

EMPLOYMENT

care for two girls. Also need

SOFTWARE TRAINING COMPANY: Part-time assistant

help with housekeeping, er-

7am-10am
_

round,

Mon-Fri,

near

Roslyn

year
Metro

stop. Greet students, prepare
class materials, maintain inventory. Professional environ-

ment,

$8/hr.Begin 12/1. Send

resume

to

"Office

Assistant

Arlington, c/o Republic Research Training Centers, PO
Box 3605, Charlottesville, VA
22903" further information:
(703) 525-9014.

LEAD...OR LEAVE: Intern with
the hottest youth campaign
in America. Flexible hours.
Organize nation-wide events
and work with national media. Take control of your fu-

ture! Call Jeremy Hartman or
Ali Wolf @ (202) 857-0808.

PART TIME SALESPERSON: Afternoons. Only 12-56:30 p.m.,

$6.00/hr

minimum.

Spring

Valley Drugs, 3301 New
Mexico Ave. NW (202) 9664906.
MODELS NEEDED: Advertise
products. National exposure.
Great pay for students. Send
SASE to: HSV 7611 Georgia
Ave. 604 NW WDC, 20012.
WANTED: Special Ed. or Psychology graduate student to
care for developmentally
delayed 3yearold. Fiffeento
twenty daytime hours per
week. Good salary. Call Susan at (301) 320-6309.
BARTENDING:

Good

times,

good pay, flexible hours. 1,2week classes. Placement asonce On Metro. (703) 841-

PART TIME TELEMARKETERS:
Looking for University Representatives

for TELNET,

#1student

long

the

distance

company. Looking for determined, outgoing, self-confi-

dent, responsible individuals.
Set your own hours. Earn between $15 to $30/Hour. Call
(301) 816-1135 leave message for employment,
COUPLE/INDIVIDUAL needed
to live in Chevy Chase home
(walk to Metro/bus) and pro-

vide before and after-school

rands, cooking and driving.
Rentinexchange for20hours.

Extra work for salary negofiable. Driver's license. Nonsmoker. Dr. Zarin: (301) 951-

6322.

$$68888
EARN
$2,500
$$55$%$ FREE TRIPS! Student

Holidays, the nation's leader
in Spring Break vacations,
seeking enthusiastic, highly
motivated students and fraternities to be the Georgetown University reps. EARN
HIGHEST COMMISSIONS AND
TRAVEL
FREE! Cancun!
Daytona Beach!

INTERNSHIPS IN LITIGATION
AND PUBLIC POLICY DEPARTMENTS OF HIGH TECH TRADE
ASSOCIATION: We are seeking interns to work in the Litigation and Public Policy De-

partments beginning immediately and
continuing
through the academic year.
Intern will assist with a variety
of administrative and clerical
duties. Hourly rate is $7.00 per
hour. Hours are flexible.
Please send a resume to
Karen Gilbert, SPA, 1730 M
Street, Suite 700, Washington
D.C. 20036 or call (202) 4521600 extension 343.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT: Make up to $2,000+/
mo. teaching basic conversational English abroad. Ja-

AGENTS:

NO

EXPERIENCE:

Company expanding - $12 -

$18 hr. + Bonuses. Send SASE

fordetailsto: INTERNATIONAL,

1375 Coney Island Ave., Ste.
427, Brooklyn, NY 11230.
SERVICES AVAILABLE
MASSAGE THERAPY 25% STUDENT DISCOUNT: Near Foggy
Bottom/GW metro. Women
andmenwelcome. Take time

for yourself - Feel better than
ever! Days/Evenings/Weekends. (202) 862-3938.
TUTORING SERVICES
TUTORING REFERRALS: Need
a good and affordable tutor

fast? Call us. (202) 387-0843,
799 418-2087. Fax (703) 4181584.
QUALITY

TUTORING:

professor, P.h.D.

Retired

offers assis-

tance inresearch, writing, select

ED

pi

659-3424.

RIVER PLACE: Just across Key

Bridge, GUTS stops in front of
building or walk to school.
Pool, spa, gym, sauna, free

movie theatre, 24 hour security. Large 2 bedroom, 2 bath
is large enough for 3 or 4 students $1695 (Furn) or $1445
(Unfurn). (703) 352-3521.
|Z" 8
GET OFF FOR LESS! Fly courier!

East/West Europe from $199

RT! Far East from $359 RT! S.
America from $220 RT! Mexico

pan, Taiwan, and S. Korea.

- $199 RT! Big domestic sav-

Many provide room & board
+ other benefits. No previous

ings. tool NOW
(212) 431-1616.

training required. For more
information call. 1-206-6321146 ext. J5301.

ADOPTION
ADOPTION: A Baby is our
Dream. Happily married

EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY:
Stuffing envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers, Dept. G2,
P.O. Box 1779, Denham
Springs, LA 70727-1779.

couple

AA CRUISE & TRAVEL JOBS:
Earn $2500/MO + travel the
world for free! (Caribbean,
Europe, Hawaii, Asial) Cruise
lines now hiring for busy holiday, spring and summer seasons. Guaranteed employment! Call (919) 929-4398 ext.
72.

seeks

VOYAGER:

to

adopt

healthy newborn. Pediatric
Nurse & husband will give your
baby happiness and security. Willing to pay medical/
legal expenses. Let's help
eachother. CallCarol & Scott
at 1-800-895-3608 (in No.Va.)
ADOPTION: Loving couple unable to conceive child of their

own wishing to adopt an infant. Expenses paid. Please
callcollect, Robyn and Scott:
(703) 707-0041.

Michael Conathan/The HOYA

Senior outside hitter Lija Austrins spikes against George Washington in Wednesday’s 3-0 loss at McDonough.

Volleyball

Colonials Sweep Lackluster Hoyas
By Jack Shay

HOYA Staff Writer
Coming off a double-win weekend,
the Hoya women’s volleyball team was
looking for continued success Wednesday against crosstown rival George
Washington. Those hopes were crushed
Wednesday nightin McDonough Arena,
as the Hoyas dropped the match in three
straight games.
Despite multiple lapses in the first
two games, the Hoyas managed to stay
within striking distance of the Colonials
all night. In fact, the Hoyas improved

minimize this factor. Zyzik added seven
assists and two digs before a taped-up
Meier could re-enter later in the second
game. The Hoyas called time while leading 9-8, seeking to regroup. But the
Colonials took greater advantage of the
opportunity, leaving the suddenly passive Hoyas in the dust and winning the
game, 15-9.

The early mistakes set the tone for the
second game. The game opened with
some bad serves and lapses on defense,
which is usually the better part of the
Hoyas’ game.
The greatest effects were felt from the

with each point, and even came alive a

position changes. “[It] tend[ed] to create

bit in the third game. Unfortunately, the
damage had already been done, and the
match ended with the Hoyas on the
losing end, 15-9, 15-5 and 16-14.
The Hoyas clearly missed the presence of freshman outside hitter Stephanie
Dersch, whom they lost this weekend to
a knee injury that will most likely sideline her for the season.
Head Coach Jolene Nagel noted the
line-up juggling as a possible reason for
the defeat. “The loss of Stephanie forced
us into a lineup change,” she said. “It
necessitated some of the girls to learn
new positions in just two days.”
The first game started tentatively, as
the two teams exchanged sideouts and
single points. Neither team was able to
control the net, and both made the:
share of unforced errors.
The lineup was further unsettled by
an early hand injury to junior setter and
captain Amy Meier. But freshman Eve
Zyzik stepped in as the Hoyas tried to

that second of hesitation that lost us
some points,” Nagel said. “It is experience that will strengthen us as a team.”
The Colonials gathered momentum
behind the offensive skills of their big
outside hitters. Svetlana Vtyurina
amassed a game-high 19 kills, while Liu
Li totaled 14. Both hitters tallied a 40
percent kill average.
Despite Nagel’s repeated late-game
timeouts and some impressive kills by
freshmen Danielle Stannard and Zahra
Kitson. The Hoyas failed to generate
‘any momentum and dropped the second
game quietly, 15-5.
At this point the Hoyas woke from
their match-long slumber. Georgetown
seemed to recharge itself in the huddle
be fore the third game. The Hoyas jumped
ov .0 an early lead by some serving
assistance. Nagel had inserted senior
serve specialist Molly Rapp, who was
able to win several points throughout the
final game off the apparently stunned

Colonials.
The more aggressive Hoyas were also
sparked by Megan O’Rourke’s allaround play, as well as offensive dis-

plays by middle-blockers Kitson and
junior Lori Loureiro. But the Colonials
clawed back bit by bit, finally regaining
the lead at 10-9. After timeouts by both
teams, George Washington began to pull
away, 13-9.
The Hoyas, refusing to roll over and

play dead, fought back with three crucial
plays at the net by Kitson and Stannard,
and won the advantage 14-13. Meier
then won crucial points with her trademark quick dump over the net.
But when the Colonials’ Li got the
serve, using her unorthodox-but-potent

sidearm delivery to win the final three
points, George Washington won the
game and match by a score of 16-14.
“GW’s a good team,” Nagel said,
“and I definitely saw some good things
out there. We improved throughout the
game, and we haven’t always done that.”
Nagel added that she was impressed
by the play of her substitutes, most notably Zyzik and Rapp, but that it was
generally a “team effort.”
The Hoyas travel to Pittsburgh this
weekend, where they will play Big East
rival Pitt and non-league opponent Akron Saturday and Sunday, respectively.
“This weekend’s a big one,” Nagel said.
The matches could turn the tide for the
Hoyas, who are now 3-3 in the league.
Their next home game is Wednesday
at 7:30 at McDonough, against Maryland-Eastern Shore.
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The Georgetown men’s soccer team
continued its outstanding play by defeating Towson State 4-3 Wednesday
afternoon on Harbin field.
The win, following Sunday’s 2-1 upset of Boston

College,

improved

the

team’s record to 7-7-2 overall, 3-2-2 in
the Big East, good enough for second
place in the conference.
The Hoyas controlled play for most of
the game, building a four-goal lead and
narrowly escaping a three-goal Towson
State rally late in the game to win by one
oal.
: “The first 80 minutes were fine. We
had four good goals. You can’t explain
the ending,” said Head Coach Keith
Tabatznik. “At least the clock ran out in
time.”

The Hoyas opened the scoring less

Michael Conathan/The HOYA

Freshman Gil Ascunce, shown here against Providence, scored one for GU.

than a minute into the game. Junior
defender Chris Jones was able to redirect his own rebound past the diving
goalie into the lower right corner of the
Towson goal for the early 1-0 lead.
Freshman midfielder Gil Ascunce extended the Hoya lead to 2-0 at the 34:38
mark, scoring on a second opportunity
from his own missed shot. Ascunce
scored from five yards out when he
recovered the ball after chipping it over
the goalie’s head and off the goalpost.
The Hoyas added to an impressive
first-half 2-0 edge at 57:15 on a penalty
kick that was awarded the team when
Jones was taken down in the box. Sophomore forward Ben McKnight then
blasted the penalty shot past the Towson

Georgetown outshot Towson State 2016, but Towson held the edge in corner
kicks 7-6. Stapleton, in his second start
of the season, made six saves to protect

the Hoya lead.
The Hoyas travel next to their final
Big Eastregular season match-up against
the Pittsburgh Panthers Sunday at 1:00
p.m. A victory in Pittsburgh would guarantee the Hoyas a berth in the Big East
Tournament.

Hunter Gary/Ihe HOYA

Georgetown’s win over Towson State improved its record to 7-7-2.
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Hoya Linksters Prepare for JMU Invitational
By Jeffrey Strange
HOYA Staff Writer
With the biggest event of the fall golf
season coming up, the Georgetown
Hoyas suffered a loss to George Mason
last weekend at the Bethesda Country Club.
Head Coach Tom Hunter said he
thought the loss was unimportant in relation to the upcoming weekend, when
Georgetown will take part in the James
Madison Invitational, a two-day show-

down of top District II teams.
The James Madison tournament is
the fall finale for golf and the final factor
in fall rankings. Georgetown will send
freshmen

Mark

Ferro,

Aaron

Longo,

Tim Renz and Chris York and junior
Geoff Berg to Homestead, VA to compete.
“This [James Madison

Invitational]

is the measure for all teams for the fall
season,” Hunter said. “I feel good about
the five fellas representing the team.

We're anxious to get out there and put
our best foot forward.”
In the most recent rankings,
the Hoyas
were sixth in District II. The top four
teams will go onto competeinthe NCAA
Eastern Regionals. Right now, the five
teams above Georgetown are Penn State,

Princeton, Temple, Seton Hall, and
Army. A great showing this weekend
could give Georgetown a boost in district standings and a berth in the NCAA
Eastern Regionals.

Field Hockey

GU Tops LaSalle, Halts Winless Streak
By Susan Flanagan and Louis Lipani
HOYA Staff Writers
The Georgetown field hockey team
halted an eight-game winless streak by
edging out LaSalle 1-0 Thursday afternoon on Kehoe field. This win comes on
the heels of a 1-1 overtime tie against
American Sunday. The team’s record
now stands at 4-12-1.
Because of the unexpected 90-minute
delay caused by LaSalle’s late arrival,
Head Coach Allison Williams said Georgetown was unable to generate any real
offensive threat. The game time was
scheduled for 3:00 but LaSalle did not
arrive until 4:30.
“We were out here since 2:00 waiting
for the team to show up,” Williams said.

[freshman]

But

really challenged.”
LaSalle had a good opportunity to
even the score with less than a minute
remaining
in
the
game,
but
Georgetown’s defense came through
again and cleared the ball out of the goal
area, sealing the Hoya win.
Sunday, the offense kept the pressure
on American by totaling 18 shots on

however.

There

is an-

even

so,

organizations

can’t

seem to put anything together which
actually suits a professional sports
team.
There are, of course, exceptions
to this rule. The Colorado Rockies
did all right for themselves, as did
the

Stacy Duca

keeper [sophomore Pat McKeon] wasn’t

ketball Association and Major
League Baseball have all added expansion teams. As if this weren’t
enough, the National Football
League has just chosen to add two
new franchises by the 1995 season.
Understandably, professional
sports organizations are attempting
to expand their fan bases in this
multi-billion dollar industry, tomake
it a multi-multi-billion dollar industry. But, as aresult, fans are not only
going to haveto sit (or sleep) through
games played by teams whose best
player is a washed-up, thirtysomething has-been (or even never-really-was), but they’re also going to
watch the quality of the entire sport
suffer as the existing talent is stretched
across a wider and wider base.
Honestly, when Fernando
Valenzuela goes O-for-August and
retains a spot in the starting rotation
of the pennant-contending Baltimore
Orioles, things are seriously wrong.
This is not the major problem with
other monster which never fails to
raise its ugly head during the strenuous growth process. Itsnameis popular culture.
More specifically, popular fashion. Expansion teams almost never
fail to come up with the ugliest uniforms they possibly can.
This is not surprising; after all,
most of the “good” colors are taken.

half. Ourintensity level went down waiting that long.”
In the second half, however, Georgetown came out strong and put the pressure on. Junior captain Heather Elliot
scored the game’s only goal, giving
Georgetown the victory.
“We did dominate the second half,”
Williams said. “Heather did a good job
played a good game in the midfield.”
Georgetown’s defense also played
superbly, holding LaSalle to only seven
shots on goal. The Hoyas registered 15.
“[Seniors] Leslie [Jennings] and
Louise [Jones] did a really good job in
their defensive positions in terms of
stopping the ball and gettting it up to the
midfield,” Williams said. “Our goal-

It’s happening again.

expansion,

“[As a result] we were flat in the first

for us. . .and

What’s the Deal With All This Teal?
In the past five years, the National
Hockey League, the National Bas-

Sean Redmond/ The HOYA

The field hockey team improved its record to 4-12-1 after defeating LaSalle, 1-0.

Minnesota

Timberwolves

(al-

though the latter organization isnow
burdened with Christian Laetner,
which does more than enough to soil
their image). The Tampa Bay Lightning and the Miami Heat aren’t too
bad either, but they both have fallen

into another expansion trap: thenongoal. The defense also was effective, led
by the outstanding goalkeeping of
McKeon, who registered 27 saves.
“I think she played really well,” Wil-

liams said. “She made some really incredible saves.”
Georgetown appeared to have victory
in hand when sophomore Sara Fox scored
to break a scoreless tie with 10:24 remaining in the game. Elliotmade a good
pass through the defense to set up the
goal. But American answered with 6:28
remaining, when an apparent off-corner
broken play resulted in a goal.
Williams said she was also pleased

with certain individual efforts. “Lizzie
[Walker] did a good job at back. She is
a freshman and is really starting to come
along. She’s avery smartplayer. Sara [Fox]
and Stacy [Duca] also played well. They
arealwaysaggressive
and go after the ball.”
Williams said the Hoyas’ play in both
games was unusually good. “We played
alot better than we have in our previous
games. Our defense played much better,
and our attack was much more aggressive,” she said.

The field hockey team’s last game of
the season is Saturday at home against
Villanova.

plural nickname.

I mean, what do

you call a Miami player? A Hot?
Somehow it just falls flat.
The teams that set this color trend
are always easy to identify, because
they will rally around the most progressive color of the period in which
they were created.
About 25 years ago, during the
last expansion boom, the Houston
Astros set the trend by choosing
orange and brown as their primary
colors.
I suppose we should at least pay

I
aati d
a

goalie for a 3-0 lead.
The Hoyas scored what later proved
to be the game-winning goal at 72:46.
Senior Chris Aviza crossed the ball into
the box where freshman back Warren
Van der Waag blasted a 12-yard shot
into the left corner of the Towson State
net, giving the Hoyas a 4-0 lead.
With the game seemingly in hand,
Tabatznik made several substitutions and
Towson State began a dominating attack on the Hoya goal. When the scoring
frenzy was over, Towson had scored
three goals within six minutes, falling
one goal short of the tie.
All three Towson goals came quickly,
and from close in front. Scott McKain
scored at 81:35 off a cross from five
yards out. Tim Grodlein scored at 83:47
from eight yards out and T.C. Covle
followed at 86:10 from 12 yards out, off
a scramble in front of the Hoya goal. But
junior goalie David Stapleton was able
to stop the barrage and preserve the
Hoya victory.
“Towson didn’t quit,” Tabatznik said.
“Give credit to Towson because they
kept going. How many teams keep plugging away like that down 4-0?”
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By Marcelo Prince
HOYA Staff Writer
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Georgetown Fends Off Late Towson Comeback,
~ Earns 4-3 Victory; Pittsburgh Up Next for GU
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Men's Soccer

homage to the Astros’ amazing foresight. After all, they discovered the
next hugely popular color combination in 1965, five years before the
advent of the seventies.

For, as all

Americans of our generation know
from flipping through family pictures of ourselves during these formative

years, these majestic

hues

would prove to be the fashion icons
of the 70’s generation. Through
their vision of the sad reality to come,
the Astros paved the way for their
expansion followers. (The Astros,
by the way, are named after a building, The

Astrodome,

and

haven’t

ever won the National League Pennant in 28 tries — coincidence? I
think not.)
In 1970, the Vancouver Canucks

entered the National Hockey League.
I'll never forget the first NHL game
Ieversaw. It was 1977, and I was in
Boston Garden, awaiting with bated

breath the arrival of my idols, the
Bruins and their “worthy” opponents. As I sat on the edge of my
seat, the Canucks exploded from the
locker room resplendent in poopbrown uniforms with blaring orange
and yellow V’s on the chest and
back. It was amoment which, unfor-

tunately, I'll never forget. I can only
thank God that this game came before the era in which it was popular
for hockey teams to wear long pants
instead of shorts,

or I might have

been scarred for life.
Not only is orange simply an unattractive color, especially when
combined with brown, it is also the
color of losers in pro sports.
Think about it. The Astros and the
Canucks are just the tip of the iceberg.
You've got the Tampa Bay Buccaneers — orange. The Cincinnati
Bengals — orange. The Denver
Broncos, who were three-time Super Bowl losers before anyone even
knew there was a football team in
Buffalo — more orange than the
roof of a Howard Johnson’s.
And, last but not least, the Cleveland Browns — orange and brown,
and they have failed to get to a Super
Bowl in the first 47 years of their
existence, never mind actually winning one.
Of course there are the Baltimore
Orioles, who have won a few World
Seriestitles. They don’treally count,
though, because they picked orange
for relatively acceptable reasons: a)
because it actually corresponds to
their mascot,

and b) because

they

began playing long before Bobby
Brady was even a glimmer in the
back of some TV writer’s mind.

The other professional team ever
to win a championship game wearing any significant amount of orange
are the Miami Dolphins. But then
they don’t count either, because they
had another factor which far outweighed the usually omnipotent orange. They had Larry Czonka. It
wasn’t so much Czonka’s ability, as
‘his name. Czonka is the best name
ever seen in football, or any other

sport for that matter. Just say it to
yourself —the ‘C’ is silent. Czonka.
CzonkaCzonkaCzonka.
It just
sounds like football.
Ironically enough, the Dolphins’
other color is a very Floridian shade
of teal — which happens to be the
hue of the 90s wave of expansion
teams.
In 1987, the only place anyone
ever saw the word ‘teal’ was inanL.
L. Bean catalog. But with the expansion

of the NBA

to Charlotte,

teal immediately jumped into the
national spotlight. Apparently the
fashion consultant (yes, there actually was a fashion consultant for a
professional sports organization)
decided that teal was just a darling
color which would go stunningly
with the pleated shorts he had already chosen to grace the lengthy
legs of the Hornets. This move set
the fashion trend for the 90s expansion wave on a course to hell.
Since the Hornets began play in
their lovely uniforms,

teal has be-

come the hot color in professional
sports. The Florida Marlins, San Jose
Sharks, and Anaheim Mighty Ducks
(Ireally wish Ihad room to elaborate
on the overall quality of this organization) have all appeared in their
respective arenas decked out in teal.
This is sad. For those unfortunate
souls, teal lovers or not, that are
going to berooting for them throughout the years, there are two major

problems.
First, in order to show your support for the Marlins or the Hornets,

you must wear their colors. This
means teal.
And second, mark my words, not

one of these teams will ever win a
national championship. Sorry, that’s
just the way it is. Please refer all
objections to Houston or Vancouver.
Trust me, teal is the orange of the
90s. If these expansion organizations decide right now to change
their colors, one of them just might
make it to the playoffs before 2010.
Otherwise, they are destined to remain mired in last-place hell.
The simple fact is that Alonzo
Mourning was never meant to wear

teal. And neither was anyone else.

